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The Spectrum Management Authority (“SMA” or “the Authority”) is 

mandated by virtue of the Telecommunications Act, 2000 as the 

regulatory body charged with the management of the Radio Frequency 

Spectrum in Jamaica, on behalf of the Government and people of Jamaica. 

 

Consistent with its Mission Statement detailed herein, SMA’s management 

of the spectrum entails the following: 

· Managing access to the radio frequency spectrum through band 

planning, frequency assignment and licensing; 

 · Monitoring compliance with licensing agreements to protect 

all authorized spectrum users; 

 · Identifying, investigating and facilitating the resolution of cases of 

interference; 

· Identifying and eliminating unauthorized and illegal use of the 
spectrum; 

 · Fulfilling Jamaica’s international obligations with respect to 
spectrum management; 

 · Fulfilling its statutory obligation as the advisory body to the 

Minister with portfolio responsibility for telecommunications, 

currently the Minister of Science, Energy and Technology, on 

spectrum policy and related legal and regulatory matters. 

 
The Authority, in accordance with the Companies Act of Jamaica, 

was incorporated as a limited liability company on 2000 February 1 

and became operational in 2001 April.  Since 2009 December 21, the 

registered office of the company is 13 - 19 Harbour Street, Kingston, 

Jamaica. 

 
The statutory obligations and the operational principles of the  

Authority are in accordance with, and fulfil Jamaica’s international 

commitments to the World Trade Organizat ion‘s  (WTO)  

telecommunication agreement, and the policy objectives enunciated 

by the Government of Jamaica (GOJ) with respect to the liberalization 

of the telecommunications sector.  

Corporate Profile
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The Authority is financed through a cost-recovery mechanism, 

whereby licensed spectrum users are required to pay Spectrum  

Regulatory fees. The fee mechanism was originally established in 2003 

and amended in 2017 pursuant to the Telecommunications (Spectrum 

Regulatory Fees) (Amendment) Regulations, 2017, Jamaica Gazette 

Supplement No. 16. The SMA also collects Spectrum Licence fees  

that are remitted to the GOJ’s Consolidated Fund by way of Tax  

Administration Jamaica since 2017 April, following a reclassification  

of Spectrum Licence fees as tax revenue.  

 

As aforestated, in carrying out its mandate, the Authority operates within 

the legislative framework as established by the Telecommunications Act, 

2000 and the Radio and Telegraph Control Act, 1973. Internationally, 

SMA is also guided by the rules and regulations of the International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU).  ITU is the leading United Nations agency 

for information and communication technologies.  As the global focal 

point for governments and the private sector, ITU's role in helping the 

world to communicate spans three (3) core sectors: Radiocommunication, 

Standardization and Development. 

The various categories of radio systems that are licensed by the Authority are: 
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· Terrestrial (land-based) radio systems - including fixed services 

(such as networks providing data transfer services) and mobile 

services (such as cellular services as well as 2-way radios); 
 · Satellite systems - for large earth stations and VSATs (very small 

aperture terminals); 
 

· Maritime radio systems - this facilitates radio communication for 
ships, yachts, and boats; and, 

 · Aeronautical radio systems - which facilitate communication by 

airplanes and air-traffic controllers.
 

  The Authority also acts in a certifying capacity in respect of the  
following licences:  

 
 · Certificate of Competence in Radio Telephony/Global Maritime 

Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) – This certification authorizes 

the holder to carry out the radiotelephone service of any Ship Station; 



 
 

· Amateur Radio License (Ham Radio) – This is a license that allows 

the use of radio frequency spectrum for purposes of non-commercial 

exchange of messages by the users; 
 

· Radio Technician Licence – This type of licence comprises two 

(2) classes: “Class A” and “Class B” Licences.  A licence issued under 

“Class A” category authorizes the licensee to install and maintain 

radio transmitting apparatus; and a l icence issued under 

“Class B” category authorizes the licensee to install and maintain 

radio transmitting apparatus with a radio frequency power not 

exceeding 1,000 watts; 
 

· Type Approval Certificate – This certification is issued to  

manufacturers of radio communication equipment after the  

Authority ensures that it conforms to appropriate standards and 

principles of product safety and will not interfere with other 

equipment or networks.  
 

The SMA represents Jamaica in several telecommunications-related 
international fora and participates at the committee level on selected 
bodies as indicated: 
 

· International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (ITSO) - 

the Authority has been a member since 2001 representing the 

Caribbean region; 
 
• Caribbean Telecommunications Union (CTU); 
 
• Inter-American Telecommunications Commission (CITEL);  
 
• International Telecommunications Union (ITU). 
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MESSAGE FROM  

Honourable Daryl W. Vaz, M.P.
Minister of Science, Energy and Technology

Engineering Jamaica’s Legacy in Technology

 

 

 
    cience, Energy and Technology are     
    critical to engineering a technologically 
evolved society. Thus, ours is a Ministry 
that is central to Jamaica’s efforts to 
bring the Vision 2030 National Development 
Plan to reality. Jamaica’s goal as a country 
is to become a digital society by the 
end of this decade. This endeavour brings 
to light critical questions about digital 
privacy and security; universal access 
to the internet; digital inclusion; and 
eCommerce. With these considerations, 
the roadmap to our digital future consists 
of key developmental initiatives including 
a national broadband network; island-wide 
internet access; and readily accessible 
technological devices.  
 
The Spectrum Management Authority 
(SMA) is one of our closest partners as 
we embark on the National Broadband 
Initiative. This initiative will have an  
immediate and long-term positive impact 
on the lives and livelihoods of Jamaicans 
by providing support for new businesses 
and optimizing the delivery of public services 
whilst achieving universal broadband 
access.  

The electromagnetic spectrum is a limited and 
vital resource for Jamaica’s largest technology 
innovators and public service agencies. This 
means the SMA plays a fundamental role in 
the safety and security of our people by  
ensuring continuous and secure lines of  
communication while we further equip,  
educate, protect and serve the citizens of  
Jamaica. In the fiscal year 2021/22, the SMA 
excelled in its support of our efforts by  
contributing to a number of strategic  
initiatives. Notedly, a third (3rd) operator was 
issued a mobile spectrum licence, the terms 
of which were unprecedented, in that the  
operator was given a specific mandate to  
rollout network services, in underserved and 
unserved communities with specific time-
frame. This is all a part of the government’s 
thrust to ensure universal access in Jamaica 
and to facilitate National Outcome #11 of the 
Vision 2030 Jamaica National Development 
Plan for a ‘technology-enabled society’.   
 
In addition, the SMA was integral in developing 
a comprehensive spectrum pricing policy 
for Jamaica, a first of its kind that resulted 
in amendments to pricing and licensing 
mechanism for different service offerings, 
making some more affordable and less 
onerous, this in response to the changing 
environment and advancement in technology. 
Further, the expansion of remote monitoring 
capabilities across the country has also  
enhanced the agency’s ability to ensure 
stable and interference-free bandwidth to 
our most essential public service providers. 

 
This level of diligence, excellence and innovation 
is a central ingredient in the enduring legacy 
in technology that the Ministry is focused on 
creating.  

S
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 The SMA’s continued efficient management of the spectrum will enable the 
implementation of new technologies, which will provide more productive  
and flexible ways to carry out tasks, thus streamlining business processes. 
Additionally, this supportive environment will guide, strengthen and improve 
the existing science, technology, innovation and business landscape for Jamaica.  
 
Our nation has been through an unprecedented two years since the onset of 
the COVID-19 pandemic during which time we have seen the intensive use of 
technologies across all sectors, and the SMA has been the Government’s arm 
of support throughout this period, facilitating wireless access. It is beyond 
doubt that wireless technologies have become the most common way to access 
the Internet around the world, using both licensed and unlicensed spectrum 
bands and through a variety of mobile devices. As such, in this connected 
world, collaboration with regional and international stakeholders is critical 
to achieving National objectives, and so, it’s no surprise then that the SMA 
continues to be a leader in regional spectrum harmonization and maintains 
its representation on the ITSO (International Telecommunications Satellite 
Organization) Advisory Committee, (IAC).  
 
Nevertheless, the landmark year of 2030 to which many of our growth objectives are 
tied, is fast approaching. This is the time when the support of forward-focused agencies 
like the SMA is crucial in ensuring the availability of “clean” spectrum and protecting  
frequencies used by critical services from harmful interference. For the foreseeable future, 
the SMA’s mandate shall remain,  the efficient management of the spectrum, in meeting 
the needs of its clients  through continued collaboration and consultation with all its 
stakeholders. As Minister, I am committed to staying the course as Jamaica evolves into 
a fully digital society, where technology and innovation are found in the cultural definition 
of its people.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Honourable Daryl W. Vaz, M.P. 

Minister of Science, Energy and Technology.
 

 
 
 



 
    

      n another year of exceptional performance    
     across all its core operational activities, 
the Spectrum Management Authority (SMA) 
delivered its unique range of technology-
based services to clients, stakeholders in the 
interest and benefit of the nation at large. 

In keeping with National Goal 3 - Jamaica’s 
Economy is Prosperous, with National Outcome 
# 11 of the Vision 2030 Jamaica, National  
Development Plan for a ‘technology-enabled 
society’, and broad policy direction of the 
Ministry of Science, Energy and Technology 
(MSET), as Chairman, I am pleased to have 
led the SMA’s Board, which proudly provided 
the strategic guidance and leadership  
required for the Authority to effectively  
contribute to national development. To the 
extent that the SMA was able to meet, and 
to exceed its set targets in several instances, 
for the 2021/22 reporting period.

 
The Authority continues to demonstrate a 
strong sense of accountability and consistency 
to nurture an Organisational ethos premised 
on prudent fiscal management, focused 
stakeholder engagement, consumer-focused 
innovations, and adherence to world-class 
standards and best practice. As such for us, 
as a Board, it is important that the Authority 
has the built capacity to provide the level of 
technical advice and expertise to the  
Government to effectively manage the radio 
frequency spectrum for the expanding ICT 
Sector. 
 
In the past year, we witnessed rapid movements 
in the Jamaican ICT landscape, notwith-
standing the vicissitudes of the COVID-19 
pandemic. These developments and more, 
are proof positive that Jamaica is not sitting 
on its laurels in the race to actively embrace 
all aspects of a robust digital future. 
 
In this regard, the SMA was able to facilitate 
the emergence of new technologies and  
innovations in eCommerce and Digital  
currencies and NextGen TV, meet the growing 
demand for island-wide wireless access and 
network upgrades, and sponsor laudable  
initiatives such as the empowerment of women 
and girls in ICTs.  
 
The Spectrum Management Authority knows 
that it must be adept at playing its part in 
strengthening Jamaica’s ICT backbone  
to meet the moment of these times of  
profound change in the world, marked by 
the technological innovations of the 4th  
Industrial Revolution. 

I

 
MESSAGE FROM THE 
 Chairman 
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The Industrial Internet of Things, Digitization, 
the  Cloud, Big Data Analytics and the Rise 
of Artificial Intelligence, are compelling us to 
think differently about how we harness  
and deploy these technological marvels of 
our modern world to effectively serve our 
stakeholders.  
  
Mindful that we must build key partnerships  
and global connections to operate at the cutting 
edge of the digital divide, we forged some  
unprecedented international collaborations last 
year, which enabled us to refine and submit new 
recommendations to Jamaica’s Mobile Spectrum 
Holdings Policy that would improve distribution 
equity across Jamaica’s telecommunications  
industry. Close consultations with the Office of 
Utilities Regulation (OUR), the Fair Trading  
Commission (FTC) and the International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU), were  
invaluable in the design and submission of  
this Policy to MSET.  
 
We are also proud of the thought leadership 
we shared at several international meetings 
and discourses on AI, Robotics and NextGen 
TV, as well as our ongoing work with the 
Caribbean Telecommunications Union (CTU) 
to promote regional harmonisation of spectrum 
management principles and practices. 

 
Our renewed vision: “To enable sustainable 
growth of wireless communications, through  
effective regulation and customer-oriented  
service, which fosters social and economic  
benefits to Jamaica.", speaks to a recognition 
of our understanding of the decisive  
leadership role we must play in achieving 
that all-encompassing goal of a functional, 
technology-enabled society. 
 
The Board is grateful for the partnership and 
support of all its partners and stakeholders, and 
we commit to doing our best to live up to ideals 
of this vision in the coming year and beyond.   
 
 
 
 
 

Edward Gabbidon, MBA 
Chairman, Board of Directors  
Spectrum Management Authority
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MESSAGE FROM THE 
 Managing Director 

 

 
 

 s we embark on this review of our 2021/22 
 Fiscal Year (FY), our team's mood is  
 celebratory and appropriately hopeful.  

Inspirited by consistently exceeding performance 
targets and a renewed dedication to the  
technological advancement of Jamaica, our 
team, its leadership and the Ministry of Science, 
Energy and Technology (MSET) deserve hearty 
congratulations.  
 
In addition to a number of core developmental 
initiatives, we are pleased to report widescale  
retention of key stakeholder relationships, an  
upswing in the renewal of spectrum licenses, and 
prudent expenditures that fell below projected 
costs. We balanced all this with our continued 
participation in regional and international  
collaborations towards greater harmonisation in 
spectrum management - principles and band 
planning in particular - and larger technological 
development for Jamaica. The successes of this 
year can be attributed to practical leadership 
and clear vision outlined by the MSET, steadfast 
momentum of our team leaders with attention 
to the personal needs of the organisation, its 
stakeholders and the eventual end-users; the  
Jamaican people. 
 
The result of this expertly tended combination 
of strategy and synergy has allowed us to  
outperform and raise the standard of the  
organisation's core operational activities; licensing - 
new and renewal - interference management and 
financial management have seen a significant 
growth compared to the previous period. In  
relation to new applications, the SMA experienced 
a performance of 88% for applications granted 
within the standard processing time, which was 
above the established KPI of 80%. The licensing 
secretariat granted three hundred and sixteen 
(316) licences for the FY.   

A
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This represents a total increase of 101 licences 
or 46.98% compared to last year's corresponding 
period. Additionally, the actual revenue booked 
by the SMA continues to surpass both the  
established KPI and the targeted amount with 
a total income of $646.40 million, above the 
KPI of $495.90 million and above the budget 
target of $619.87 million.  
  
Capacity Building 

Critical to the effective operations of the SMA 
as a regulator within the Information and  
Communication Technology (ICT) industry is 
human and physical capacity. As such, during 
the fiscal year, the SMA continued to use training, 
human resource management, participation in 
seminars and conferences and empowerment 
through education as the key strategies to 
build and enhance human capacity. This is to 
ensure that the organisation's relevant knowledge 
and skill sets satisfy our mandate's requirements. 
Further, many health and wellness activities 
emphasising physical fitness, creativity, team 
spirit and camaraderie were provided to staff. 
The stellar performance of our core operational 
teams is reflected in our overall success, which 
is a product of our attention to team spirit and 
cohesion. From our leadership perspective, the 
formula is simple. A happy and healthy team 
is a successful team, and we recommit to  
increasing our efforts in the new fiscal year. 
 
Additionally, in relation to our physical capacity, 
the remote monitoring systems were expanded 
and upgraded across the country, enabling 
greater efficiencies to offer a "clean",  
uninterrupted, and secure spectrum to our 
stakeholders, which plays a fundamental role 
in the provision of public services for individuals, 
communities and organisations across Jamaica. 
The Authority's work in developing a fully digitised 
e-Licensing system has also progressed. This 
will streamline all internal workflows, ensuring 
faster processing times and better management 
of renewals and collections.  

Pioneers of a Digital Legacy 
 
We are the stewards of a highly valued  
resource that is both critical to our nation's 
safety and security and of tremendous business- 
generating capacity for some of Jamaica's 
largest ICT industry leaders. Now, while the 
global community prepares for a new era of 
enhanced wireless communication and  
digitisation of public services, a reliable  
electromagnetic spectrum is more necessary 
to our country's development than ever. This 
is why the SMA is not only critical to Jamaica's 
Vision 2030 Agenda but perfectly poised for 
continued success and innovation as we  
amplify our contribution to the nation's digital 
future.  
 
As we ready ourselves for the forthcoming 
opportunities of this decade, the Spectrum 
Management Authority is guided by a forward- 
focused Ministry. We are inspired by our 
driven and intrepid team, supported by the 
purposeful leadership of our Board of Directors 
and empowered by the potential of the invest-
ments we've made in Jamaica's future 
technological legacy.   

 
 
 
 
 

Dr Maria Myers-Hamilton, EdD 
Managing Director 
Spectrum Management Authority 
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From left to right:  Dr. Marcia Forbes; Mr. Robert Richards; Mrs. Camille Facey; (Vice Chairman); Dr. Louis-Ray Harris; Mrs. Kaydian Smith Newton;  

 



Mr. Rakesh Goswami; Mr. Edward Gabbidon (Chairman); Mr. Stephen Steele; Mr. Heidi Hanna; Mr. Delroy Thompson; Mrs. Marsha Haughton; Mr. Merrick Marshall.      



ROLE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
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In accordance with the Public Bodies Management &  

Accountability (PBMA) Act, 2001, the Board of Directors 

(BOD) is collectively responsible for providing oversight and 

strategic management, while serving as the focal point for 

Corporate Governance and being accountable to the responsible 

Minister and Shareholder, the Accountant General’s Department. 

Additionally, the BOD is responsible for ensuring that the  

organization is appropriately stewarding the resources  

entrusted to it and following all legal and ethical standards. 

The SMA’s BOD began the fiscal year with a total of twelve (12) 

directors including its chairman, Mr. Edward Gabbidon.  
During the period under review, in an effort to achieve business 

success and to maintain good corporate governance, the 

BOD met regularly to review the significant developments 

affecting the SMA and make the relevant decision 

requiring Board approval. 

Figure 1 – Mobile Monitoring Site



The members of the Board of Directors and an indication of their 
expertise are as follows:

 
Board Chairman - Edward Gabbidon 

Mr. Edward Gabbidon is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the 
Spectrum Management Authority and the HEART Trust/NTA. He is also 
the Chief Executive Officer of SynCon Technologies Limited, an IT consulting 
firm specializing in ICT infrastructure and development.   
 
In addition to his strategic leadership of the HEART Trust/NTA, which 
was merged with the Jamaica Foundation for Lifelong Learning, National 
Youth Service and Apprenticeship Board, he sits as a member of the 
Board of Directors of The Port Authority of Jamaica.  He also served as 
Board Member of the Jamaica Digiport International Limited from 
2009 September to 2014 March and as Council Member of the Private 
Sector Organization of Jamaica from 2009 January to 2014 March. 
 
In a career spanning the banking and communications services sectors, 
Mr. Gabbidon served in senior executive positions at LIME and RBTT 
Bank Jamaica Limited. A proud graduate of Kingston College, he holds 
a professional designation in Project Management Practices and Principles 
from the University of New Orleans and an MBA from the University of 
the West Indies, Mona. A multifaceted professional, Edward Gabbidon 
is a certified commercial pilot and a member of the United States Federal 
Aviation Administration. 
 

Vice Chairman - Camille Facey 
In addition to her stint as Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
the Spectrum Management Authority, Mrs. Camille Facey is the Managing 
Partner at the law firm FACEYLAW, where she specializes in company 
and commercial law, corporate governance, telecommunications,  
conveyancing, trusts and estates.  Prior to FACEYLAW, Camille spent 
ten years at Cable & Wireless (C&W), initially as a Senior Vice President and 
later as Regional Vice President with responsibility for Legal, Regulatory 
& Public Policy in Jamaica and the Northern Caribbean. Before C&W 
she spent eighteen years in publicly traded companies in the financial 
sector, holding positions such as Senior Vice President, General Counsel 
and Corporate Secretary at the financial institution better known 
today as Sagicor Bank Jamaica. Camille currently chairs the Corporate 
Governance Committees of the Spectrum Management Authority and 
the National Solid Waste Management Authority (NSWMA) and serves 
as a Director on the boards of the Jamaica Chamber of Commerce and 
the Caribbean Corporate Governance Institute.  She also chairs the 
Corporate Governance Committee of the PSOJ and is the lead facilitator 
for the Jamaica Stock Exchange e-Campus Director’s Strategic Guide to 
Corporate Governance Executive Leadership course as well as being a 
member of the Commercial Law Committee of the Jamaica Bar Association.     
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Director - Delroy Thompson 
 Mr. Delroy Thompson is an Electronics Engineering Technician, with 
over 44 years of experience in television and general electronics, 
which includes but is not limited to communications, television  
production, events technical direction and designing of live streaming 
audio-visual systems. Mr. Thompson was the Technical Director for 
Reggae Month 2019 (Gospel Concert, Dennis Brown Concert & Gold 
Awards), Jamaica Independence GALA Celebrations from 2012 to 2018. 
Mr. Thompson also headed the live streaming and videography of 
Camperdown’s Classic Track Meet, In-Sports Primary School and Athletics 
Championship, Jamaica Senior Cup Cricket Finals in 2016 and 2017, 
the Pan American Federation CAC Hockey Finals, Boys and Girls 
Champs in 2013 and the Research and Development for Stream VU in 
North Carolina, USA.   
 
Mr. Thompson is a member of the Boards of Directors of the Spectrum 
Management Authority, the African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica and 
the Cinematography Authority.

 

Director - Kaydian Smith Newton 
Kaydian A. Smith-Newton has been a practising Attorney-at-Law since 
2004.  A Thomas Buergenthal Scholar, she holds a Master’s Degree in 
Intellectual Property Law. 
 
In 2009, Mrs. Smith-Newton re-entered the public service as the first 
Legislative Counsel at the Houses of Parliament; a position she held 
for three (3) years. Presently, she is the Principal Director of Information 
and Communications Technology in the Ministry of Science, Energy 
and Technology. 
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Director - Marcia Forbes, C.D, Ph.D. 

Dr Marcia Forbes, a media veteran and author of two research-based 
media books, is a co-founder, co-owner and the Executive Chairperson of 
Phase Three Production Limited, a 38-year-old company that stands as one 
of the leading multi-media television production entities in the Anglophone 
Caribbean. Committed to giving back to Jamaica and the wider region, 
Forbes, a Fulbright Scholar, does this not only through her company which 
provides internships for university students but also in her capacity as an Adjunct 
Senior Lecturer at the University of the West Indies, Mona, where she mentors 
students and donates scholarships to facilitate their education.  
Marcia Forbes spearheaded the creation of Television Jamaica (TVJ) out of the 
former Government-owned JBC TV and led TVJ’s growth and development 
into Jamaica’s number 1 television station. She served as Vice President of 
the Caribbean Broadcasting Union and on the Executive Committee of the 
Commonwealth Broadcasting Association. She was also Chairperson of the 
Communications Committee of UNESCO and Jamaica’s representative to the 
International Programme for the Development of Communication (IPDC). 
 
Dr Forbes was the first woman Chairperson of the United Way of Jamaica, 
a global volunteer organization she served for over twenty years. In 2017 the 
Government of Jamaica acknowledged her outstanding work in broadcasting 
and volunteerism when it awarded Dr Forbes an Order of Distinction, Commander 
Class. Marcia Forbes is a Justice of the Peace, a member of the US Embassy’s 
Social Media Committee, the InterAmerican Development Bank, Jamaica’s 
ConSoc, and the International Women‘s Forum. She currently serves on 
the Board of Directors of Nationwide News Network and the Spectrum 
Management Authority.   

Director - Marsha Haughton  

Mrs. Marsha Haughton is a Director with responsibility for Financial Planning and 
Analysis - SC, at J. Wray & Nephew Limited. Her work includes budgeting, forecasting 
and analytical processes that support the company’s financial health and business 
strategy. She performs in-depth analysis of both operational and financial data to 
help align business processes and strategies with financial goals, and to evaluate 
progress toward those goals. 
 
A Chartered Certified Accountant armed with over 16 years of experience in auditing 
and manufacturing/distribution, Marsha excels at efficiency, leadership and team 
management after gaining experience as a Senior Manager in the Assurance  
department at PricewaterhouseCoopers, where she was able to work with  
clients’ management teams to identify internal control weaknesses and provide  
recommendations on risk identification, mitigation and management. 
 
Marsha’s clients included a wide cross-section of top tier companies, such as  
companies listed on the Jamaica Stock Exchange, manufacturing/distribution  
entities, companies regulated by the Financial Services Commission, various  
government entities, affiliates of multinational corporations as well as small and 
medium-sized enterprises. She currently chairs the Finance and Procurement  
Committee of the Spectrum Management Authority and has been sitting on the 
board of the Hope Outreach Center since 2010 as an instrumental team member 
in the formation and initial funding of the August Town-based educational institute 
which provides CSEC examination and GSAT (now PEP) preparation. 
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Director - Dr. Louis-Ray Harris 
Dr. Louis-Ray O. Harris is a lecturer in the Department of Physics in the 
Faculty of Science and Technology at the University of the West Indies 
(UWI), Mona. Dr. Harris’ general areas of academic specialization include 
wireless communications, electromagnetic compatibility, health effects of 
wireless devices, satellite communication, electronics and the Internet of 
Things (IoT). Prior to his role as a lecturer at the University of the West Indies, 
Dr. Harris served as a lecturer in the School of Engineering at The University 
of Technology, Jamaica from 2002 to 2004, and again from 2010 to 2014, 
and as a Postdoctoral Researcher at the Institut d’Électronique et 
de Télécommunications de Rennes (IETR), France from 2009 to 2010.  
 
Professionally, Dr. Harris has served on different academic and non-academic 
committees in varying capacities. He is a Senior Member of the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and has developed and reviewed 
training modules for the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). He 
has authored and co-authored many research and scholarly papers which 
have been published in journals, conference proceedings, and by the ITU. 
He has also made special presentations that pertain to issues impacting the 
field of wireless communications. In 2015, Dr. Harris received the UWI Prin-
cipal’s New Initiative Grant to acquire equipment to model the health ef-
fects of wireless devices on humans in different environments. 
 
In 2004, Dr. Harris was a recipient of the Government of Japan Monbukagakusho 
(MEXT) Scholarship for postgraduate study in Japan, where he received 
his PhD in wireless communications from Hokkaido University. Prior to that, 
he received a Master of Science in Space Communications Engineering 
with Distinction awarded at Lancaster University in England, and a Bachelor 
of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering from The University of 
the West Indies, St. Augustine. 
 
Director - Merrick Marshall  
Mr. Merrick Marshall is a Chartered Accountant serving as the Senior Commercial 
& Support Finance Analyst at Desnoes & Geddes Ltd (Red Stripe, a part of the 
HEINEKEN Company). Prior to Mr. Marshall’s current position as the Senior  
Commercial & Support Finance Analyst, he previously held the positions of Senior 
Business Analyst of Performance Reporting from 2018 to 2019, Reporting Analyst 
at Desnoes & Geddes Ltd from 2016 to 2018 and the Senior Accounting Supervisor 
at Honey Bun (1982) Ltd in 2016. Mr. Marshall holds a Bachelor of Science in  
Management Studies (Accounting) from the University of the West Indies, Mona 
(2012) and is a certified Strategic Professional, awarded by the Association of  
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA). Mr. Marshall also holds a Certificate of 
Achievement in Forensic Accounting from the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of Jamaica (ICAJ), White Belt Continuous Process Improvement Lean on the Web 
Training, Advanced Diploma in Accounting and Business from the Association of 
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) and a Microsoft Excel Advanced  
Workshop Certificate from the HEART Trust/NTA. 
 

Mr. Marshall’s education and experience along with his achievements throughout 
the pursuit of this career path provided a well-rounded background and enabled 
the development of an analytical/logical approach toward tasks. Mr. Marshall 
boasts many skills in the fields of Communication, Performance Management, 
Project Management, Granular Discretionary Analysis, QuickBooks, Navision & SAP.
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Director - Rakesh Goswami 

Mr. Goswami holds a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Economics, First Division, 
from Delhi University in India, and holds the FCA designation from the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW).  Mr. Rakesh Goswami is 
a corporate executive with over thirty years of leadership, strategic and financial 
management, and operational management experience and has a track record 
of developing effective leaders and teams. He has lived and worked in multiple 
countries including India, Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago, the UK and USA. Mr. 
Goswami is currently an executive of the JN Group of Companies and also the 
Managing Director of the MCS Group. In that role, he has the responsibility to 
lead the five non-financial, non-regulated companies of the Jamaica National Group.  
 
Prior to his current role, he was the Executive Vice President/General Manager 
of Strategic Alliances, Enterprise & Tobago Operations at Telecommunications 
Services of Trinidad & Tobago.  He worked with Pannell Kerr Foster, London and 
also PricewaterhouseCoopers, Jamaica in Audit and Corporate Finance roles 
respectively. He has served as the Chief Financial Officer/General Manager of 
Finance for J. Wray & Nephew Limited as well as for Cable and Wireless (Jamaica) 
Limited. Mr. Goswami also served as the Chief Executive Officer of R&R Resorts 
in Atlanta, Georgia – a company that owned and managed health and wellness 
resorts across multiple countries including Costa Rica, Mexico and the USA. 
 
Mr. Goswami currently sits on the boards of the Spectrum Management Authority 
where he is the Chair of the Audit Committee, The Creative Unit Limited, Total 
Credit Services Limited, J.N. Properties Limited, Jamaica Automobile Association 
Limited and MC Systems Limited. He was also a Vice President of the Trinidad & 
Tobago Chamber of Commerce and Industry for several years and has lectured 
in Financial Statements Analysis for MSc International Finance students at the 
Arthur Lok Jack Graduate School of Business, Trinidad. 
 

Director - Robert Richards  

Mr. Robert Richards is a fully certified Netware Engineer and the CEO of  
LAN Integrators Limited, a computer equipment sales and service-based firm  
established in 1993. Prior to this, Mr. Richards was employed by various companies, 
fulfilling the roles of Senior Engineer before moving on to managerial positions, in 
which he was charged with the responsibilities of establishing engineering departments. 
Mr. Richard is known for his work with various Caribbean islands, namely, Grenada, 
Trinidad, Barbados and St. Vincent, where his focus was on customer satisfaction 
and respectable performance.  
 

Some of Mr. Richards’ most notable achievements include the structuring of the 
Engineering Department at Computer Business Systems Limited to be the leading 
IT Engineering Department in Jamaica from 1985-1994;  being the first Jamaican 
IT engineer to publish multiple papers in LAN Times Magazine in California, USA, 
and implementing the first fully computerized retail system in the Eastern 
Caribbean.
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Director - Heidi Hanna 
Ms. Heidi B. Hanna is an accomplished Human Resources Executive with 
over 25 years of proven experience in talent and leadership development, 
policy and procedure administration, retention approaches, carrier negotiations, 
benefit design, employee relations, Human Resource Information System 
(HRIS) implementation, operations management and shared service design 
and delivery.  
 
Ms. Hanna is the HR Executive Director/Founder of HR 360 based in Kingston, 
Jamaica, providing HR consulting services to a variety of business sectors. 
Ms. Hanna also serves as an HR freelance consultant at Great People Solutions.  
 
Ms. Hanna was the Director of Human Resource Services at the Jamaica 
Public Service Company from 2013 March to 2014 January. Prior to this, 
Ms. Hanna served as the Head of HR Shared Services at LIME from 2010 
November to 2013 March. Ms. Hanna also served in various areas of leadership 
in Miami, Florida as the Director of Human Resource Business Partner at 
ADP Small Business Services from 2008 to 2010, the Director of Benefits 
Services, Client Acceptance at ADP TotalSource from 2005 to 2008 before 
which Ms. Hanna operated as the Manager of Benefits Services, Carrier Relations 
from 2002 to 2005. From 1998 to 2002, Ms. Hanna held several roles in 
the Canadian consulting firm Morneau Shepell (formerly Morneau Sobeco), 
in HR Administrative Solutions/Outsourcing.  
 
Ms. Hanna holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics/Industrial Relations 
(Honours) from the University of Toronto, and a Master of Business  
Administration from the Nova Southeastern University in Miami, Florida. 
Ms. Hanna also holds a Professional Human Resource Certification from 
Florida International University along with various certifications in Coaching, 
Employee Benefits, Health Care Plan Designs and Fundamentals of Management. 
Ms. Hanna is professionally affiliated with the Society for Human Resource 
Management (SHRM), the International Foundation of Employee Benefits 
Plan (IFEBP) and the Sigma Beta Delta Business Honor Society. Ms. Hanna 
sits on the Board of the Spectrum Management Authority. 
 

Director - Stephen Steele  
Mr. Stephen Steele is a Shareholder, Director & Chairman of National Outdoor  
Advertising Limited and iPrint Digital Limited where he provides leadership to the 
firms’ officers and executives. Prior to Mr. Steele’s current positions, he previously 
held the title of Owner and Managing Director of Marreal Traders from 1990 to 2000.  
Mr. Steele studied at the University of the West Indies, Jamaica, where he graduated 
in 2008 with a major in Political Science and a minor in  Criminology. Mr. Steele’s 
education and experience along with his groundbreaking achievements   
entrepreneurship have provided a well-rounded background and enabled 
the development of a creative yet structured approach towards tasks. Mr. Steele 
has several years of experience in various work fields that compliments the  
partnerships he has forged locally and internationally. 
 
Mr. Steele served as a board member for the Transport Centre in the early 2000’s 
and as Vice President for Tennis Jamaica from 2010 to 2014. Presently, Mr. Steele 
sits on the Board of the Spectrum Management Authority. 
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2021 April 1 – 2022 March 31  
 
 
 

Technical Operations Committee 
 
 
 

2021 April 1 – 2022 March 31 
 
 
 

The Technical Operations Committee provides oversight and support to the Management Team 
of the Spectrum Management Authority on the technical, regulatory and policy aspects 
of the Authority’s operations.  The committee also ensures that the technical operations 
of the Authority are in keeping with international best practices for spectrum management 
and satisfy the local demand for spectrum use. The members of the Committee are: 
     •     Robert Richards (Chairman) 
    •     Edward Gabbidon 
    •     Delroy Thompson 
    •     Louis-Ray Harris 
    •     Merrick Marshall 
    •     Kaydian Smith Newton

 
  The Committee is a standing committee of the Board and as such meetings are usually 
held bi-monthly, on the second Wednesday of each month at the offices of the Spectrum 
Management Authority, located at 13 – 19 Harbour Street, Kingston.  However, given the 
Orders established under the Disaster Risk Management Act (“DRMA”) as a result of  
the Covid-19 Pandemic, meetings were held virtually. Following each meeting, the  
Committee submits a report to the Board on the Committee’s activities, findings and 
related recommendations. The Committee met once during the period under review and 
the following were key highlights arising from that meeting: 
  
National Broadband Initiative Project 

The Government was in the process of building out its own fibre optic network around the 
island with a microwave overlay, with the intent to improve connectivity across the  
Government and provide network redundancy for the Government’s information technology 
infrastructure.

 

 

Board of Directors’ Committees 

ROLE OF THE BOARD’S COMMITTEES 
 
The composition of the Board ensures that no individual or small group can unduly dominate 
the decision-making process. The members of the Board are distributed across four (4) 
committees that are guided by their respective Charter of Operations. It is through these 
charters that the committees are able to monitor the Authority’s internal controls, to ensure 
that best practices and procedures are maintained to safeguard the shareholder’s interests 
and the SMA’s assets. These committees have been carefully selected based on the skills, 
experience, independence and knowledge of the members in order to derive efficiency 
from the cadre of professionals on the Board. The responsibilities and roles of these four 
(4) committees of the Board along with an indication of the members who served in various 
respects during the fiscal year were as follows:  
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The fully integrated national microwave and fibre optic network infrastructure was being  
implemented under the Ministry of Science, Energy and Technology’s (MSET) 100-Day  
Information and Communications Technology Action Plan which is designed to expand the 
GovNet Multi-Protocol Labour Switching backbone islandwide, and was being jointly  
implemented by the National Works Agency (NWA) and eGov Jamaica Limited (e-Gov). 
 
The SMA made a contribution which would be used to buy equipment to sit on the network 
and the SMA’s equipment would then be integrated with the main backbone and attached to 
the fibre network.  
  
SMA’s Office Expansion: Montego Bay

 
The SMA, in keeping with its mandate to monitor the use of licensed and unlicensed spectrum, 
has been working to enhance its presence in western Jamaica in a bid to increase its ability 
to detect and respond to reported spectrum interference and unauthorized use in a more 
effective manner. In order to effectively serve that region, an office was located in Montego 
Bay which:   

    • minimized the travel hours of the engineers   
    • ensured that the environment is properly managed given the increasing number of 

users in the radio frequency space coupled with the commercial importance of the 
western parishes of Jamaica, and 

    • ensured the timely response of the engineers to the spectrum management issues 
as they arose.  

   
Spectrum Screen Consultation  

The spectrum screen is an objective assessment of mobile applications, based on predetermined 
criteria with a view of treating with requests above 120 MHz aggregate spectrum holdings in 
prescribed bands. In collaboration with the Fair Trading Commission and the Office of Utilities 
Regulation, the SMA conducted consultations on a proposed Spectrum Screen (‘Screen’) during 
2021 July 9 – September 7.  The consultation was a continuation of the SMA’s review process 
for the Aggregate Spectrum Cap Policy (‘Cap’) that was initiated based on the terms of the 
policy. The initial review of the Cap recommended the removal of the spectrum cap and to instead 
utilize a Screen. 
 
Notice of the consultation was placed on the SMA’s website, print media as well as via email 
to SMA’s mobile customers. The review was conducted based on the need to attract new 
players to the ICT sector and the fair, efficient and effective management of the spectrum. 

 e-Licensing Project  
A new e-Licensing software is replacing the current ASMS system used by the Authority. The 
objective of the project was to implement a licensing system that is designed based on  
international best practices for spectrum management regulators, is accessible online to the  
licensees/customers of the Authority and improves key performance indicators. Achievements 
as at the end of this fiscal year include:  
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     • compliance with the requirements of the Public Investment Appraisal Branch  
(formerly the Public Investment Management Secretariat); 

     
    • completion of the procurement process;  
    • contract sign-off with selected vendor;  
    • project kick-off meeting with vendors, and  
    • commencement of system implementation/customization. 
 
The implementation encompasses an agile project management approach, data clean-up, 
running system in parallel and a local implementation/support team. 
 
  
Radio Monitoring and Direction Finding Systems (RMDFS) Expansion Projects

 

The RMDFS Expansion project is aimed at providing increased capabilities for spectrum  
interference analysis in the urban metropolitan areas of St. James, Trelawny, Hanover and 
Manchester. This will also allow for a wider coverage area for detecting modern signals and will 
instantaneously capture a higher range of spectrum bandwidth, detect weak signals in crowded 
radio frequency environments and provide precision signal geo-location. Achievements as at end 
of the 2021/22 FY include: 
 
    • completing the procurement process,  

    • purchasing equipment,  

    • signing contracts for Montego Bay, Trelawny and Portland sites,  

    •  upgrading the Manchester site.  
 
The Committee will continue to recommend strategies and best practices to the management team. 
 
 
 
 
 
Robert Richards 
Chairman – Technical Operations Committee



Corporate Governance &  
Human Resources Committee 

 2021 April 1 – 2022 March 31 
 
 
 

The Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee of the Spectrum Management 
Authority (the Authority) was established to provide a stronger focus on ensuring that the 
Board’s composition, structure, policies and procedures are in keeping with the Public Bodies 
Management and Accountability Act (PBMA Act), the Financial Administration & Audit Act, 
the Authority’s Memorandum and Articles of Association, the Corporate Governance Framework 
for Public Bodies and other applicable laws, regulations and government guidelines.  
  
The Committee also makes recommendations for the establishment and subsequent review 
of appropriate human resources policies and procedures. The Committee, in achieving  
its human resources obligations, ensures that the Authority is able to attract and retain a  
professional, motivated and competent senior management team.  In addition, the Committee 
has the responsibility to review and report to the board on the succession planning process 
for the Managing Director and other key senior officers. The members of the Committee are:  
     • Camille Facey (Chairman) 
    • Kaydian Smith Newton 
    • Marcia Forbes 
    • Heidi Hanna 
    • Rakesh Goswami 
 
 The Committee is a standing committee of the Board. As a consequence of the Covid-19 
pandemic and the Orders established under the Disaster Risk Management Act, the meetings 
were held virtually and the Committee met three (3) times during the year under review.  
After each meeting, the Committee submitted a report to the Board on its activities, findings, 
and related recommendations.  The Managing Director also provided a report to the Board 
at its monthly meetings. In compliance with the Corporate Governance Framework for Public 
Bodies, the Board of Directors has approved and put in place: 
        • A Board Charter, and 
    • Terms of Reference for all four board committees.  
 
 
Competency Profile & Board Diversity

 

In collaboration with the Ministry of Science, Energy and Technology (MSET), a more detailed 
Board Competency Profile was developed, and the current board appointments meet all the 
required competencies. Director profiles have been developed and placed on the company 
website together with the Competency Profile.  Of the twelve (12) board members, five are 
female exceeding the stipulated requirement in the PBMA Regulations for there to be no less 
than 30 % of either sex.  In addition to gender diversity, the Board composition also reflects 
professional, background and age diversity with the youngest member being under thirty in 
the year under review.  
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A board evaluation was completed in November 2019, however due to both Covid 19 
and the passing of the external consultant who conducted the evaluation, the Board 
Performance Evaluation Report was not shared with the Board of Directors until 2021 
April 16 (the reporting period).  The Evaluation exercise conducted by the consultant, 
covered the performance of the individual directors, the Board as a whole, the Chair-
man, the Company Secretary and the four (4) board committees. Despite the lapse in 
time, the Board nonetheless took the decision to review the findings of the evaluation 
and found most of them to be relevant. 

After discussion of the findings, a Board Performance Improvement Plan with specific 
actions and timelines was agreed on. These actions included inter alia ensuring that the 
annual report conforms to requirements in the Corporate Governance Framework, 
developing a Board training plan, reviewing the agenda and structure of board meet-
ings, developing a succession plan for executive management, and reviewing SMA 
staff classifications and remuneration with the Portfolio Minister and Minister of 
Finance. Implementation of the recommendations is underway. The 2021/22 board 
evaluation exercise will be conducted in the new fiscal year.



Recognizing the importance of risk management, members of the management team 
participated in an accredited risk management training exercise.   A similar training 
exercise is now being arranged for the board, the Managing Director, the Internal 
Auditor and the Company Secretary.

   



25
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Finance & Procurement Committee 
2021 April 1 – 2022 March 31

 

 
 The Finance and Procurement Committee provides oversight by reviewing and resolving financial 
issues and ensuring that funds are properly accounted for.  Additionally, this Committee has 
oversight of the procurement process to ensure compliance with the Public Procurement Act 
and its Regulation. The members of the Committee are: 
 

        •    Marsha Haughton (Chairman) 
     •    Merrick Marshall 
     •    Delroy Thompson 
     •    Louis-Ray Harris 
     •    Stephen Steele

 
 The Committee is a standing committee of the Board. As a consequence of the Covid-19 
pandemic and the Orders established under the Disaster Risk Management Act, the meetings 
were held virtually, and the Committee met ten (10) times during the period under review. 
This included one (1) joint meeting of the Finance and Audit Committees which was to 
review the draft Audited Financial Statements for the year ended 2021 March 31. Following 
each meeting, the Committee submits a summary report to the Board on the Committee’s 
activities, findings, and recommendations. During the period under review, the Committee 
undertook the following activities: 

     •    Reviewed the SMA’s draft Annual Budget for inclusion in its Corporate Plan; 
       •      Reviewed and recommended for adoption, the SMA’s management accounts to the Board; 
     •    Ensured compliance with the financial planning and reporting requirements; 
      •     Ensured investment activities are in keeping with the SMA’s approved Investment Policy; 
     •    Reviewed monthly procurement activities;  
      •      Reviewed and recommended management submission for the annual incentive payment   
           in keeping with the company’s approved Performance Incentive Scheme;  

     •    Recommended the amendment to the SMA’s salary scale such that the  
           number of salary points in each of the ten (10) grades in the scale is reduced  

from  seven (7) to five (5); 

     •    Reviewed and evaluated explanation of budget variances for both the  
 recurrent operating expenditure as well as capital expenditure, and 

     •    Reviewed the SMA’s draft audited report for inclusion in its  
 Annual Report .  

 

 



  
 Additionally, the Committee received confirmation that the SMA’s:

  
            Statutory deductions and payments are fully compliant with the law; 

            Collections of monthly processing fees and normal monthly licence and regulatory  
            fees are effected on a timely basis; 

            Monthly disbursement of funds for normal operating expenses and capital  
            expenditures are done within budget; 

            Monthly disbursements to the Tax Administration of Jamaica for normal spectrum licence  
 fees are completed, and 

                Quarterly contract award (QCA) reports to the Integrity Commission are submitted on time. 
 

The Finance and Procurement Committee remains satisfied with the financial  
reporting of the SMA.  
 
 
 
 
 
  

Marsha Haughton  
Chairman  – Finance and Procurement Committee
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Figure 2 – SMA’s Engineers conducting maintenance activities on the Mast Prado Monitoring Vehicle



Figure 3 – An Aerial View of the SMA’s Harbour Street Office Building (with Solar Panels)



Audit and Risk Management Committee 
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2021 April 1 – 2022 March 31

 

 
 The Audit and Risk Management Committee advises the Board on the adequacy, efficiency and 

effectiveness of the accounting and internal control structure and systems of the SMA. The  

committee provides oversight of the independence of the auditors auditing the Authority and 

inter alia: 
 

     • Reviews the audited financial statements and makes recommendations to the Board; 

     • Review the findings of the internal audits conducted on various processes of the Authority   

           to ensure compliance with procedures, processes, laws and regulations that apply to  

            the SMA, and 

     • Reviews the adequacy of risk management and advises on mechanisms for assessment     

           and management of risk.  
 
The members of the Committee are: 

    • Rakesh Goswami (Chairman) 
    • Camille Facey 
    • Robert Richards 
    • Marcia Forbes 
    • Heidi Hanna 
 
 

The Committee is a standing committee of the Board. As a consequence of the Covid-19 

pandemic and the Orders established under the Disaster Risk Management Act, the meetings 

were held virtually and the Committee met four (4) times during the year under review. 

This included one (1) joint meeting of the Finance and Audit Committees. After each 

meeting, the Committee submitted a report to the Board on its activities, findings, and 

related recommendations. The Committee completed the following activities: 
 

Recruitment Process for Internal Auditor 

The SMA did not have an Internal Auditor employed by the company since 2019 November  

despite several attempts having been made in the past to recruit same. In order to fill the 

post of Internal Auditor, it was agreed that the SMA would outsource the recruitment process 

to an external firm that provides executive selection services. As such, three quotes were 

obtained and based on the documents presented and research conducted by the Audit 

Committee members, a preferred bidder was unanimously selected in accordance with  

the Public Procurement Act and Regulations.
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Internal Audit Processes & Procedures – Corporate Governance Review 

In the absence of an Internal Auditor, a Corporate Governance Review (CGR) of several 

different areas of the organization was conducted by an independent third party in 2020. 

After the appointment of the Internal Auditor in August 2021, the CGR documents were 

examined and it was the view of the Independent Auditor that there were either sufficient 

internal controls in place or that there were mitigating controls that provided adequate 

assurance for all areas of concern expressed in the documents.  

 
 
Management Letter from KPMG for year ended 2020 March 31  

SMA’s External Auditor, KPMG, in their management letter, noted that Revenue Recognition 

was the sole area of concern.  As such, suitable explanations were received regarding this 

matter and the management of SMA was commended for good internal controls. 

 Review of Management Letters issued by KPMG for 2019, 2020 and 2021
 

The Internal Auditor reviewed the management letter and management’s responses to the 

issues raised to ensure that all pending actions were completed by management. 

 
Risk of Exposure

 

To mitigate any risk of exposure, the Committee recommended that Management review 

its Joiners, Movers, and Leavers (JML) Policy, where persons leaving the organizations or 

consultants whose services ended would be automatically removed from the system. This 

will form the basis of an Internal Audit. 

 
Annual Audit Plan 
 
The Internal Auditor presented the audit plan for the Financial Year 2022/2023 to the  

Committee for its review and it was approved by the Committee.  The plan summarizes 

the priority areas to be audited, the types of audits, scope and the relevant risks associated with 

each area. The plan also incorporated views and inputs of Senior Managers in the following 

areas;  

    •     Maintenance Management (planned/unplanned); 

    • Capital Expenditure, Contracts for Works, Procurement; 

    • Revenue & Collections (Revenues collected, Billing, Receivables, Deferred Income); 

    • Human Resource Management (Recruitment, JML, Training, Succession Planning,  

Remuneration), and 

    • Governance/Risk Management. 

 

 

 

Rakesh Goswami 
Chairman – Audit and Risk Management Committee



Conflict of Interest 

 
 

 
 

The Board and its committees are cognizant of the fact that conflicts of interest  

affect ethics by distorting decision-making and generating consequences that  

can undermine the credibility of the Board and its corporate governance systems.  

In keeping with international best practices, the Charter of Operations for the  

Board, as well as the charters for the four (4) board committees,  

outline the manner in which members of the Board and  

its Committees should handle conflicts of interest.   

A director has a duty to avoid  as far as possible,  

activities that could  create  conflicts of interest  or the  

appearance of conflicts of interest,  and must disclose  

to the Board, any matter  that may result, or has already  

resulted, in a conflict of interest. Where a conflict of  

interest arises, directors have a responsibility to declare  

their interest and remove themselves from the relevant  

board or committee meetings without deliberating  

or voting on the proposal or transaction. The  

committee members understand their duty of  

care to the Authority and its stakeholders  

and continue to exercise their fiduciary  

responsibilities with transparency and  

integrity.  

 

Commencing with this year’s audit  

of the 2021-2022 accounting  

period, SMA’s auditors, KPMG,  

now require that each Board  

member and each member of  

SMA’s senior executive/key  

management complete and sign a  

related party disclosure form, which  

has been fully complied with. The  

names of all such personnel are stated  

per the compensation disclosure for  

all Board of Directors and Senior  

Executive/Key Management on  

page 54. 
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Records of Attendance 
2021 APRIL 1 TO 2022 MARCH 31 

 

For the 2021/22 fiscal year, the SMA scheduled eleven (11) meetings of the Board of  

Directors. Additionally, meetings with regards to four (4) Committees of the Board were 

also held. A summary of the attendance of Directors at meetings of the Board and its 

Committees for the FY is outlined in the table below:  

Camille Facey 

Marcia Forbes 

Edward Gabbidon 

Rakesh Goswami 

Heidi Hanna 

Louis-Ray Harris 

Marsha Haughton 

Merrick Marshall 

Maria Myers-Hamilton5  
Robert Richards

 
Kaydian Smith Newton 

Stephen Steele 

Delroy Thompson
 

    An Extraordinary Board of Directors’ meeting was held on 2021 July 20.  

    A virtual Annual General Meeting was held on 2021 April 29, however, the entity experienced internet disruption at its head office resulting in said meeting being convened with only the sole 

Shareholder, Board Chairman, Managing Director and Company Secretary to approve the appointment of External Auditors. 

   A Training in Corporate Governance for the Board of Directors was held on 2021 April 20. 

    A 2-day Corporate Strategic Planning Retreat was held over the period 2021 October 14 – 2021 October 15. 
  

  Maria Myers-Hamilton is not a member of the Board but attends Board and Committee Meetings in her capacity as Managing Director. Therefore, she is not compensated for attendance at 
these meetings, however she is required to attend and provide updates accordingly. She also signs the register as an invitee to the Board and relevant committee meetings.

1 

2 

 3
 

  4
 

 
 
 

5
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Table 1 - Records of Attendance 



 
    Profile & Diversity Matrix
   SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY BOARD COMPETENCY MATRIX

SPECIFIC COMPETENCY: 
Knowledge &  
Expertise/Attributes
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MH - Marsha Haughton 

RG - Rakesh Goswami 

KSN - Kaydian  
Smith Newton 

RR - Robert Richards 

 

 

 

 

LRH - Louis-Ray Harris 

MM -  Merrick Marshall 

HH - Heidi Hanna 

SS - Stephen Steele
 

 

Board Experience 

Research & Development Strategy 
 
Telecom Infrastructure Strategy 
Development 

Frequency Planning 

Electrical & Electronic Engineering
 

Telecommunications/Technology 
 

Management 

Investment Banking 

Project Management 

 Corporate Governance 

Human Resource Management 

Corporate Communications 

 
Risk Management  

Financial Literacy 

Legal  

Government Operations 

Organizational Knowledge 

   
CHARACTERISTICS: 

Women 

Youth (30 OR UNDER)
 

 
LEGEND: 

EG - Edward Gabbidon 

DT - Delroy Thompson 

CF - Camille Facey 

MF - Marcia Forbes
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Table 2 - Profile & Diversity Matrix X



Board of Directors’ Report 

T
 
 

 

he Board of Directors (the Board) of the Spectrum Management Authority (“the SMA” 

or “the Authority”) proudly reports on the operations of the SMA for the 2021/22  

Fiscal Year (FY). The 2021/22 FY was of significance to the SMA family as the Authority 

reached an important milestone, having completed 21 fiscal years in operation. The current 

Board is pleased to be a part of this milestone, having started its tenure on 2020 November 16. 

The SMA has been transformed over the years, from the organization it was in April of 2001, 

to the organization it is today. The Authority is now more equipped to meet the present and 

future  challenges of the digital ecosystem, through the support of its parent ministry (the 

Ministry of Science, Energy, and Technology – MSET) and successive Boards over the years. 

This Board is honoured to have been a part of the journey,  making our contribution to nation- 

building by providing strategic and policy guidance, as the SMA positively impacted the  

continued development of the wireless industry in Jamaica over the years.  

 

  

 

 

 

In particular, for the 2021/22 FY, the Authority continued its focus to efficiently manage the 

radio frequency spectrum in alignment with best practices and the interest of the citizenry of 

Jamaica. Against the need for increased connectivity, during the fiscal year, the SMA  

remained vigilant and pragmatic and continued to adopt best practices in regulating the wireless 

space, particularly as it ventured into the new frontier, enhanced by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

 

Figure 5 - A view of the VTDI Monitoring Site
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Income 

Spectrum licence fees collected 

Spectrum licence fees remitted 

Expenditure 

No. of licences to be renewed  

Timely renewal of licences 

Timely processing of new applications 

Timely resolution of interference cases  

$619.87M 

$1,476.96M 

$1,476.96M 

$618.40M 

536 

100% 

100% 

100%
 

$646.40M 

$2,785.06M 

$2,879.62M 

$612.83M 

462 

99.6% 

88% 

100% 

Target          Key Performance       
Actual 

   Indicator (KPI)

$495.90M 

$1,181.57M 

$1,476.96M 

$618.40M 

456 

90% within 5 days 

80% as per time 

90% within  
standard time 

 

 
During the fiscal year, in positioning itself to respond effectively to the needs of the sector, the 

SMA upgraded and expanded its physical capacity at 13 – 19 Harbour Street, allowing for the 

facility to accommodate more personnel and more comfortably so, in light of the Covid-19 

pandemic’s requirements for social distancing. The SMA over the year under review, also   

increased its use of available technology in its operations, to increase efficiency and effectiveness. 

In an effort to increase and upgrade its monitoring capacity, the SMA installed new sites at 

Portland and Trelawny, and upgraded  Manchester and St. James. These achievements go a 

far way in aiding the SMA to better manage the radio frequency spectrum, and in a more efficient 

and effective manner, eventually reducing incidents of interference. Additionally, in support of 

its Information Technology (IT) system,  the SMA upgraded its Network Attached System 

(NAS) in addition to the Network Operations Center (NOC). The works completed will enhance 

the SMA’s cyber security measures and aid in better managing its equipment and systems. 

 

The SMA’s overall performance for the fiscal year was quite commendable, meeting and or 

exceeding the service level agreements (SLAs), as we saw to the needs of stakeholders, and 

advanced closer to the strategic goal of the organization. Against this background, it is with 

great pleasure that the Board presents the summary and detailed corporate performance of 

the Authority for the 2021/22 FY.  

 

Summary of Achievements Measured Against Core Operational Targets and KPI  
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1 

 

Despite the period being largely affected by 

the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, 

the Authority maintained its resolve towards 

achieving the objectives and targets set out 

in its 2021/22-2024/25 Corporate Strategic 

and Operational Plan. Since the introduction 

of a performance management-based system 

through the use of Key Performance Indicators 

(KPIs) in the 2008/09 fiscal year (FY), the 

SMA has been able to assess its level of  

engagement and productivity. Each year the 

Authority examines these KPIs within the 

context of similar service level agreements  

 

    Licensing 
 

 
 
New Licensing

 

During the 2021/22 FY, the SMA received 338 new applications in addition to 

the 11 applications brought forward from the 2020/21 FY which were still in process, 

resulting in a total of 349 applications handled for approval. Of the 349 handled, 

316 or 90.5% of applications were approved for the grant of a licence, 6 are pending 

approval, 20 were placed on hold, whilst 7 were cancelled. Of the 316 applications 

approved, 279 or 88%, were processed within their respective established  

processing times, which exceeded the targeted KPI of 80%. In comparison with 

the previous fiscal year (2020/21), the SMA handled a total of 241 new applications 

with 215 (or 89%) of that amount being approved for the grant of a license. Processing 

times range from 1 business day to 22 business days, depending on the type of licence 

to be processed. Licences granted during the 2021/22 fiscal year were to facilitate 

amateur, alien amateur, maritime, VSAT and particularly mobile communication 

services, among others. Marine licences (Temporary and Permanent) processed 

under the SMA’s MOU with the Maritime Authority of Jamaica (MAJ) represented 

the largest share of licences approved during the financial year (78%), which 

have quality of service targets of 1 day and 3 days for temporary and permanent 

licences respectively.   

(SLAs) from other jurisdictions and seeks to 

improve on what is offered to its clients.  

Further, the KPIs guide the SMA in identifying 

areas in which it may move by implementing 

new technology systems, reallocating  

resources and increasing capacity so that 

clients benefit by way of more efficient 

services. For the 2021/22 FY, the SMA was 

able to exceed the KPIs established in  

relation to the core operational activities of 

licensing (new and renewal), interference 

management and financial management. 

Further details of the SMA’s performance are 

outlined below. 

 

 

Corporate Performance 
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Aeronautical 

Alien Amateur 

Amateur 

Citizen Band 

GMDSS 

Private Radio (Major) 

Private Radio (Other) 

Marine (Temporary) 

Marine (Permanent) 

Marine (Non MAJ) 

VSAT 

 
TOTAL

 

 

1 

1 

3 

2 

4 

3 

17 

76 

103 

0 

5 

215 

LICENCE TYPE  GRANTED – 2019/20   GRANTED – 2020/21      GRANTED – 2021/22

Renewal Licensing

Table 4 - New Licence Applications Granted by Type for last three FYs 

0 

5 

10 

6 

8 

1 

23 

121 

127 

0 

15 

316 

 

1 

6 

6 

1 

4 

0 

35 

81 

126 

0 

3 

263 

 
 
 

The SMA renewed 462 licences for the FY, which represents a performance rate of 

86.2%. This performance is marginally above the KPI of 85%.  The initial target for the 

FY’s was 486 existing licences, however there were 32 cancellations, and 82 clients  

requested reinstatement of their licences. This had a plus 50 net effect on the initial target 

of 486 bringing it to 536.  Note that licences are only renewed after receipt of payment. 

 
 

As at 2022 March 31, of the 462 licences renewed, 460 licences were processed and  

renewed within the standard processing time of 5 business days after receipt of payment. 

This represents a performance rate of 99.6%, which is above the KPI of 90% (or 416 of 

the 462) for this activity. As noted in the table above, for the last five fiscal years, the 

number of licences targeted and renewed have steadily increased, demonstrating the 

increasing demand for the radio frequency spectrum.  

2017/2018 

2018/2019 

2019/2020 

2020/2021 

2021/2022 

 

 

 
 

 

451 

478
 

479
 

506 

536
 

 

 

 

FISCAL YEAR        RENEWED     REVISED TARGET

Table 5 - Number of Licences Targeted and Approved for  
Renewal for last four FYs  

405 

419 

439 

449 

462 
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For the 2021/22 FY, 11 applications were brought forward from the previous fiscal 

year, primarily awaiting additional information. The SMA received 328 new applications 

during the year, bringing the total number of type approval handled to 339. Of the 

339 handled, a total of 329 type approval certifications were granted, four (4) were 

cancelled, and 6 were withheld, pending further information from the applicants.  Of 

the 329 granted, 317 or 96% were processed within the standard processing time of 

10 business days. This performance is above the targeted KPI which aims to process 

at least 80% of type approval applications within the standard time of 10 business 

days. Data for the last 5 fiscal years as reflected in the table, showed a gradual  

increase in the number of devices requiring type approval for the 2017/18 to 2019/20 

FYs, reflecting the increasing demand for the use of wireless devices in Jamaica. 

There was a decrease however for the 2020/21 FY, which could be attributed to the 

worldwide reduction in commercial activity brought on by the onset of the COVID-19 

pandemic. When compared to the last period, the increase in the number of devices 

handled may be viewed as a step towards industry recovery. 

 
 

During the 2021/22 FY, the Monitoring & Inspection (M&I) team continued its 

monitoring and inspection activities to assure that “clean” spectrum is available for 

SMA’s licensees and that they are operating within their defined parameters. 

The various activities conducted by the team include frequency audits, modulation tests, 

site inspections, site maintenance, frequency monitoring and interference resolution.  
 
For the year under review, the SMA investigated 18 cases of interference reports, 

two (2) of which were brought forward from the 2020/21 financial year. Of the 

18 cases investigated, 15 were resolved, and 3 were pending as at 2022 March 

31.  All of these 15 cases were resolved within their respective resolution times 

of 15 or 60 days depending on the classification of interference. Therefore, the 

15 out of 15 cases resulted in a compliance rate of 100%, which surpasses the 

established KPI of 90%, or 14 cases.

Type Approval

2017/2018 

2018/2019 

2019/2020 

2020/2021 

2021/2022 

 

 
 

 

247 

295 

356 

286 

329
 

 YEAR                    APPLICATIONS  

     
  HANDLED IN FY   

GRANTED  /
 

  

APPROVED

 

Table 6 - Type Approvals Received and Granted for last five FYs

275 

331 

382 

295 

339 

 

 

 2 
 

Interference Investigation 
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Income
 
 

Financial Management is one of the most important aspects for organisations 

in this frequently changing technologically driven world, as it lays the right 

pathway to achieve business goals and objectives. Solid financial management provides 

the foundation for three pillars of sound fiscal governance: strategizing for the 

company to achieve its short and long-term goals; deciding on the best way to 

execute plans, and ensuring each department is contributing to the vision and 

operating within budget and in alignment with strategy. 

 
For the year ended 2022 March 31, the SMA booked a total income of $646.40M, 

which was $26.53M better than the $619.87M budgeted and $150.50M above the 

KPI of $495.90M being 80% of budget. The table below compares the actual, 

budgeted, and KPI performance levels. 

Expenditure
 
 

Actual expenditure (including depreciation) incurred by the SMA during the 2021/22 

FY amounted to $612.83M, which was $5.57M below the budgeted amount of 

$618.40M. The main factors for the positive variance were primarily due to the 

cost savings in Salary & Related Cost but offset by the additional expenditure in 

Professional Fees, as consultancy services were contracted in light of the vacancies 

which existed within the organization, and impairment allowance (or bad debt provision) 

due to delays in collecting outstanding receivables. In relation to Salaries & Related Cost, 

the anticipated expenses relating to six (6) vacant positions, eighteen (18) proposed 

positions, were budgeted, in addition to further increase in salary anticipated from the 

reclassification exercise, did not materialised. However, the GOJ 4% salary increase 

was realised.  

Additionally, the SMA always seeks ways to reduce costs, ensuring the best value 

for money, while minimizing and mitigating any fallout or negative impact this might 

have on the level and quality of services delivered to our customers.

Processing Fees 

Regulatory Fees 

Interest Income 

Other Income 

TOTAL 
 

 

 

$’M       $’M  $’M          $’M 

 

 
 

 

ACTUAL   BUDGET         KPI (80% OF       ACTUAL vs KPI  
TARGET      VARIANCE

Table 7 - Comparison of Actual and Budgeted Revenue – 2021/22 FY

17.86 

600.9 

22.26 

5.32 

646.40 
 

 

 

13.77 

583.79 

11.42 

10.89 

619.87 
 

 

 

11.02 

467.03 

9.14 

8.71 

495.90 

 

 

6.84 

133.93 

13.12 

(3.39) 

150.50 

 

 

3 
 

Financial Management  
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The SMA will continue to exercise firm control over both fixed and variable expenses 

which is essential to maximizing cash flow and ensuring the sustainability of the business. 

Based on the targets agreed on in the Operational Plan for the upcoming 2022/23 

FY, the SMA’s management is committed to the continued and diligent tracking of 

expenses, investing in useful technology and monitoring industry conditions with a 

view to ensuring that high quality services are delivered to our customers. 

 

 

Spectrum Licence fees are collected on behalf of the GOJ and are remitted to the 

Tax Administration of Jamaica. Actual collection of Spectrum Licence fees for the 12 

months ended 2022 March 31, amounted to $2,785.06M. This is $1,308.10M above 

the budgeted amount of $1,476.96M, and $1,603.49M or 236% above the targeted 

KPI of $1,181.57M. 

 

Total remittance for the year amounted to $2,879.62M (including amounts brought 

forward from the previous FY) and exceeded both the budgeted and the targeted 

KPI amounts by $1,402.66M, or 195% of the targeted amount for remittance. Please 
note that Spectrum Licence fees collected on mobile licences are remitted in the 
month they are collected, whilst for all other categories of licence, they are remitted 
in the month after they are collected.

Collection of Spectrum Licence Fees

Figure  – A View of the SMA’s Office Building, 13-19 Harbour Street6
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Capital Development and Major Activities   
 

Capital Development Initiatives

 
The SMA continues to implement strategies to carry out its mandate to regulate the 

radio frequency spectrum of Jamaica, through the expansion and upgrade of its 

Radio Monitoring and Direction-Finding Systems (RMDFS) network. An expanded and 

upgraded RMDFS network provides increased capabilities for spectrum interference  

analysis; remote monitoring; detecting illegal use and ensuring assignment of  

interference-free (clean) spectrum, which enhances the SMA’s effectiveness in managing 

the radio frequency spectrum. 

 
As at the end of the 2021/22 FY, the SMA completed the upgrade of the Manchester 

site by installing new processors. Additionally, new sites were established in St. James 

and Trelawny, utilizing improved processors which are able to resolve monitoring  

limitations with the SMA’s Scorpio System. 

 

 

Montego Bay Office   

In consideration of several key industry players operating in Western Jamaica that 

are providing critical services which are impacted by the availability of interference- free 

spectrum, the SMA has sought to establish an office in Montego Bay as part of its 

strategy to treat with interference resolution; processing of documentation from Jamaica 

Customs and the proactive site maintenance and troubleshooting RMDFS sites. To 

that end, in 2021 June, the SMA solicited the services of a contractor to carry out 

the project at premises located at the Montego Bay Conference Centre. The scope 

of works for the project included - demolition works; installation of doors, windows 

and drywall partitioning; supply and installation of fixtures, joinery and plumbing fittings; 

installation of air conditioning units and installation of electrical supplies. The project 

was completed in 2021 November. 

 
Expansion of RMDFS System 2021-2022

 
 

Given the rapidly changing technological environment, a vibrant capital development  

programme is critical to ensure that the entity is well placed to respond to both challenges 

and opportunities. During the year, the SMA suffered several setbacks due to continued 

supply disruptions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, the staff  

redoubled its efforts to manage all capital projects and activities appropriately. Below 

are highlights of the capital development projects and major activities and initiatives, 

accomplished during the 2021/22 fiscal year.
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E-Licensing System 
The SMA’s current licensing system was implemented 15 years and has not been able 

to keep pace with the sophistication and complexity of the requests for information 

from all stakeholders. Over time, it has become less suited to meet the business 

needs of the SMA’s processes. Consequently, the SMA sought to acquire a system 

that better fits its current business needs, which would include inter alia, online submission 

of customers’ licence applications and payments. 

 
Towards the end of the previous 2020/21 FY, the SMA received several Bid submissions 

during the Procurement for the new E-Licensing System, and completed the evaluation 

of the bids were completed. As at the end of the 2021/22 FY the system was 98% 

complete, with system design, workflows, and licensing procedures satisfactorily 

tested. The system is expected to go live in the first quarter of 2022/23 FY and is 

slated to handle the following licence types: Maritime, Citizens Band, Amateur, Radio 

Technician Licence and Type Approval. 

 
Renewable Energy Systems 
During the FY, the SMA continued its efforts to implement initiatives set out in the 

Government of Jamaica’s National Energy Policy (NEP) 2009 – 2030, which aims at 

energy efficiency improvement and energy diversification, and to reduce the country’s 

dependence on high-cost imported oil. To that end, the SMA installed renewable energy 

systems at its VTDI, Portmore and Leas Flats fixed monitoring sites. A Hybrid Inverter 

was added to each site location enabling each solar power system to produce a minimum 

power of 54,000 watts.  

 
In addition to the energy solutions installed at the monitoring sites, the solar energy 

solution at the SMA’s office building was repaired. Some 125 defective inverters were 

replaced, and the solar panels were connected to three Fronius grids to increase efficiency. 
 
Main Office Building Improvements 
In keeping with the need to facilitate effective operations, the SMA carried out several 

areas of general office improvements to its main office building facilities during the 

fiscal year. The Bathroom Renovation Project, which includes an extension to the female 

bathroom and the construction of a storage room, was 76% complete as at 2022 

March 31. Secondly, there was the renovation of the kitchen, and the Electrical Room, 

which is completed save for minor tiling and repainting works. Additionally, an 

Addressable Fire Detection System was installed in 2021 December which is National 

Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 72 compliant, and also meets the regulatory  

requirements of the Bureau of Standards Jamaica. 
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Legal, Policy and Regulatory Initiatives 
 During the 2021/22 FY, the SMA executed its mandate with respect to legal, policy 
and regulatory initiatives through, inter alia, the following activities: 
 
Licensing of the 700 MHz Band 13 
Further to the receipt of no valid bid submissions on 2021 March 23 for the Request 

for Proposal (RFP) for licence in the 700 MHz Spectrum (Band 13), the SMA re-issued 

the RFP on 2021 April 9, for a new closing date of 2021 April 26. Subsequent to the 

evaluation process, on 2021 May 10, the SMA made recommendations to the Minster 

with responsibility for Telecommunications, the Hon. Daryl Vaz, for the grant of the 

Spectrum Licence to Rock Mobile at the bidding price of US$15,260,000.00. In 2021 

June Cabinet gave approval for the grant of a Domestic Mobile Spectrum Licence 2×10 

MHz of the 700 MHz spectrum to Rock Mobile Limited for 15 years. The policy objectives 

of this RFP are to increase broadband access to unserved and/or underserved areas, 

promote competition, innovation and diversity in the telecommunications sector, and 

ensure the optimal return in the shortest possible time for the spectrum assigned. . 
 
Mobile Spectrum Screen Policy Consultation 
In continuance of the Mobile Spectrum Holdings Policy review, during the 2021/22 

FY, the SMA conducted a consultation exercise on the implementation of a Spectrum 

Screen Policy, involving the telecommunications services operators and a wide pool 

of stakeholders. The Spectrum Screen (‘the screen) shall act as a benchmark to  

determine reasonable levels of spectrum holdings. The screen considers the total 

spectrum suitable and available for commercial mobile services and establishes a trigger 

point at which the SMA will conduct a more detailed analysis for the assignment 

of additional spectrum above this level. 
 

The development of the policy and operational issues document for consultation, and 

the eventual consultation, was a collaborative effort between the SMA, the Office of 

Utilities Regulation (the OUR) and the Fair Trading Commission (the FTC). The team, 

led by the SMA was able to conduct a transparent process resulting in the publication 

of a “Notice of Recommendations”, advising of the details of the proposed framework 

for the implementation of the "Mobile Spectrum Screen", and the submission of said 

recommendations to the MSET.  
 
Amendments to the RTCA Regulations  

In an effort to ensure that sections of the Radio and Telegraph Control Act (‘RTCA’) 

relating to the operations of the SMA are relevant to the environment and clear regarding 

certain regulatory processes and procedures with respect to spectrum management, 

during the fiscal year, the SMA provided support to the MSET in its effort to update the 

Act. At year-end, the Regulations attendant to the Radio and Telegraph and Control Act 

were passed through the Lower House and were being examined in the Upper House.  
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Amateur Radio Operators Examination  
The SMA and the Post and Telecommunications Department, a division within the 

MSET in collaboration with the Jamaica Amateur Radio Association (JARA), the authorized 

body to administer the required examination leading to the grant of an Amateur 

Radio Operators Certificate, embarked upon the second staging of the Amateur 

Radio Operator’s Examinations on 2021 July 2 & 9. The examinations were held at 

the Jamaica Conference Centre with a total of fourteen (14) candidates for the sitting, 

eleven (11) of which were successful. . 
 
In keeping with the Memorandum of Understanding dated 2019 May 1, between  

the SMA, Postmaster General and Jamaica Amateur Radio Association, the SMA  

recommended the successful candidates for the grant of an Amateur Radio Operator’s 

Certificate on 2021 July 22, pursuant to the Radio and Telegraph Control (Amateur 

Radio Service) Regulations, 1974 and the Radio and Telegraph Control (Amateur Radio 

Service) (Amendment) Regulations, 2017. The Postmaster General returned the duly 

signed Certificates on 2021 July 29, which were subsequently issued to the successful  

candidates.
 

 

ISO 9001:2015 Certification    

During the period under review, the SMA continued work towards its ISO 9001:2015 

Certification through the ISO Quality Systems Division of the Ministry of Industry, 

Commerce, Agriculture and Fisheries (MICAF). Further to the 2021 May training of the 

SMA’s Internal Audit Team, an official audit of the core processes across the organization 

was conducted during November and December 2021, with post audit activities being 

finalized in 2022 January. 

 

On 2022 January 27-28, relevant staff members participated in the Stage 1 Audit  

Assessment for the ISO 9001:2015 Certification process which was conducted by the 

National Certification Bureau of Jamaica (NCBJ). This stage of the certification process 

was to ensure that all the documentation as required by the ISO 9001 Standard was 

developed. The SMA was successful in the process and now looks towards embarking 

on Stage 2 of the Audit Assessment, which is the final stage of the ISO 9001:2015 

certification process. 
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Digital Switchover (DSO)  
The SMA, during the 2021/22 FY continued to support the Government of Jamaica’s  

DSO initiatives being spearheaded by the Broadcasting Commission, by participating 

on the established Steering Committee and the Regulatory & Technical Committee. 

During the FY a team from the SMA, as part of the DSO Regulatory & Technical Committee, 

participated in monthly meetings and met with various stakeholders of the Broadcasting 

Industry. The SMA’s engineers also conducted occupancy scans, field strength mapping 

and spectrogram analysis in preparation for the assignment of the frequencies  

designated for DSO. Subsequently, during 2021 October and November, the SMA in 

response to a request from two Broadcasters identified frequencies to conduct network 

design and planning of their Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting (DTTB) networks. 

This enabled Television Jamaica (TVJ) to switch on its first digital transmitter utilising 

the ATSC 3.0 broadcast standard on 2022 January 31.
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

The Information Technology (IT) Department provided required support to all staff 

and Board Members, who were assisted with devices and/or software access to enable 

connectivity with the SMA’s platforms. The Department was challenged by supply 

chain disruptions due to the effects of Covid-19 and the unavailability of particular goods 

and services. Nevertheless, during the fiscal year the following projects were executed: 
 
Network Operations Center    

On 2022 November 24, the SMA completed the installation and commissioning of a 

Network Operations Center (NOC), which now enables the team to exercise better 

monitoring and control of the SMA’s network. Since 2006, the SMA established a 

state-of-the-art Radio Monitoring & Direction Finding System (RMDFS) network to detect 

activities of the radio frequency spectrum and to assist with its frequency assignments. 

The RMDFS is being expanded annually with the installation of new fixed monitoring 

sites in additional parishes across Jamaica. The NOC will be the focal point for network 

troubleshooting, software distribution and updating, router and domain name  

management, performance monitoring, and coordination with all the remote sites 

across the island. 

Information Technology   
Infrastructure
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Network-Attached Storage (NAS) 
On 2022 February 11, the SMA implemented a network-attached storage (NAS) system 

to support the current closed-circuit television (CCTV) system. This now provides 

an increased level of security to the CCTV system with extended recording storage  

capabilities that will operate all cameras on its independent network. It is intended for the 

system to be expanded in the future. As the SMA rolls out more monitoring sites, we would 

be able to facilitate additional cameras through the installation of an expansion unit.  

 
 Although the radio spectrum is a national resource, radio waves and the services 

which use them do not stop at national borders. Therefore, working in collaboration 

with our regional and other international partners has enabled us to develop, coordinated 

regulatory practices, the ability to avoid international interference and maximize 

the important benefits (e.g., harmonisation) to adopting agreed international  

approaches. During the 2021/22 FY, the Authority participated in several regional 

and global activities particularly, those held by the Caribbean Telecommunications 

Union (CTU), InterAmerican Telecommunications Commission (CITEL), and the  

International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Highlights of our main engagements 

are as follows: 

 

During the FY, members of the SMA’s Technical Staff virtually attended two (2) meetings 

(37th and 38th) of the Permanent Consultative Committee (PCC) II of the 

Inter‑American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL). The PCC II meeting agenda 

was facilitated through the different working groups that included the Working 

Group on World Radiocommunications Conference 2023 (WRC-23) Agenda Items; 

Working Group on Terrestrial Services; Working Group on Spectrum Management; 

Working Group on Satellite Systems and Science Services; and Working Group on 

Radio Broadcasting. The meetings primarily  

focused on WRC-23 agenda items,  

implementing WRC-19 decisions in a  

harmonise fashion, and determining  

solutions for modern spectrum  

management issues.  

Permanent Consultative Committee II (PCC II) Meetings 
 

Regional and Global Obligations
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Figure  – Engineers preparing to monitor  
microwave frequencies.
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Spectrum Management Task Force 
The Caribbean Spectrum Management Task Force (CSMTF) is the multi-stakeholder 

group convened by the Caribbean Telecommunication Union (CTU) to coordinate the 

technical work of harmonising and enhancing the management of the radio-communication 

spectrum in the Caribbean. Membership of the CSMTF includes Caribbean policy-makers, 

regulators, operators, academics, technology developers, end users and other stakeholders.  

 

During the FY, members of the SMA’s Technical Team virtually attended two (2) CSMTF 

meetings. The meetings were held during the periods 2021 November 16-18 and 2022 

February 24-25. The main objectives of the 2021 November meeting, which was open 

to all representatives of the CSMTF, Steering Committee and support resources, were to 

review progress and re-assess approaches for achievement of activities in the 2021  

Action Plan and also to provide an opportunity for the Task Force to engage with industry 

stakeholder groups with interests for spectrum resources. The 2022 February meeting 

was focused on finalizing the Action Plan of the Spectrum Management Task Force for 

2022. Further to this meeting, the Draft 2022 Action Plan was circulated by the CTU 

secretariat to the member states for approval.  

 
ITU-R Working Party 6A Rapporteur Group  
 Members of SMA’s Technical Team participated at the International Telecommunication 

Union Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) Working Party 6A Rapporteur Group meeting, 

during the FY. Altogether the team attended six (6) sessions which were held during 

February and March of 2022, so that positions could be finalized for CITEL’s 39th  

Permanent Consultative Committee II Meeting, which was scheduled for 2022 April 25 

to 29. The meetings focused on the required advanced network planning and transmission 

methods for enhancements of digital terrestrial television broadcasting. The team was 

introduced to the current activities and document revisions within the purview of  

the Group including protection of terrestrial broadcasting services, development of  

next-generation television, sound and multimedia broadcasting systems, emergency 

broadcasting, electronic news gathering (ENG), and contributions to Green ICT. 

  
It is widely expressed that employees are the most valuable and are the foundation of 

every successful business, and the SMA is no exception. Accordingly, the SMA continued 

throughout the fiscal year towards improving the efficiency of the management of 

human resources and promoting the fulfilment of staff’s ability, through the development 

of positive organisational culture and improving employee engagement to enhance  

productivity. During the year, the SMA exercised its major responsibilities of improving 

performance management, recruitment and onboarding, training and development, and 

health and wellness activities.
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The MyHR+ Project 
The MyHR+ platform is aimed at improving performance management for the SMA. 

It is an integrated human resource and payroll system that serves everyone working 

in the public sector. The system has a step-by-step implementation process with various 

features being made available over a period of time. Further to the complete transfer 

of payroll functions to the MyHR+ system in 2019 and all the preparatory work conducted 

in the last FY (2020/21) to facilitate the implementation of the new system, several 

features were rolled out to SMA staff in the first quarter of 2021/22 FY. Features such 

as leave applications, claims requests, travelling allowances, meal/supper allowance 

requests and others were officially introduced to staff and were made active on the 

platform. Staff members from several departments participated in the system test in 

2021 April. This was subsequently followed by information sessions for the staff and 

the official launch of the system’s new features at the SMA took place on 2021 May 3. 

 
Recruitment and Staffing 

As at 2022 March 31, there were 39 members of staff, representing approximately 85% 

of the approved establishment of 46 positions. During the year, the Authority welcomed 

on board three new members of staff, namely: Charmane Brown – Internal Auditor; 

Oshan Sinclair - Information Technology Officer, and Shamere Reid – Telecommunications 

Engineer. There were also four (4) separations at the following posts:  

     • Public Procurement Officer, Procurement Unit; 

     • Telecommunications Engineer, Band Planning Department; 

     • Senior Public Procurement Officer, Procurement Unit;, and 

     • Telecommunications Engineer, Monitoring & Inspection Department. 

 
The SMA truly appreciates their dedication, talents and efforts demonstrated during their 

tenure, which have helped the organization’s success. The SMA takes the opportunity 

to wish them the best in their new endeavours. 

Training and Development 
Capacity building through training and participation in seminars and conferences remains 

a key strategy of human resource management (HRM) to ensure that the SMA's capacity 

continues to be built and the relevant knowledge and skillsets within the organisation 

remain in alignment with requirements. As at 2022 March 31, approximately 121% of 

the local budget was used for training courses and related development activities. 

Although challenges continued in accessing the relevant courses, efforts to meet the 

development needs of staff were maintained. Additionally, actual meeting and conference 

spending was eighty-eight percent (88%), indicating twelve percent (12%) below 

budget. Below is a listing of the major courses and seminars in which members of 

staff participated during the period under review:



Title of Course
        No. of  

  Participants 

 8 

8 

2 

4 

4 

3 

2 

6 

4 

1 

14 

2 

3 

4 

6 

11 

3 

7 

6 

4 

12 

8 

8 

ICAJ Taxation Webinar 

Certified NIST Cybersecurity Framework Lead Implementer Training 

Government Accounting Module 1 Level 1 - MIND 

KPMG Annual International Financial Reporting Standards Seminar 

QoS Technologies & Regulation for Fixed and Mobile Networks - ITU 

 
NFPA 70E: “Electrical Safety in the Workplace” 

HRMAJ Masterclass HR & Leadership Conference  

Future Mobile and Wireless Broadband Training (ITU) 

Professional Certificate in International Regulatory Affairs
 

Introduction to Human Resource Management 

Incident Report & Investigation Training 

Certified Information Privacy Manager 

ICAJ Payroll and Payroll Taxes Webinar 

ISO 3001 Certified Risk Analyst 

Data Protection Foundation Workshop 

Digital Rapid Assessment Workshop 

ISO 9001 Internal Audit Training 

Wireless Access Technologies to Internet Network  

Sexual Harassment Workshop 

Anti-Sexual Harassment Webinar  

ATDI Satellite Communication Training  

Internal Customer Service Training  

Addressing Risks and Opportunities in Quality Management Systems 
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Table 8 – List of Training Opportunities Attended by Staff for the 2021/22 FY

 
Health and Wellness Activities 
In alignment with the Ministry of Health & Wellness’ renewed “Jamaica Moves”  

programme which is aimed at promoting healthy lifestyles within the workplace, during 

the FY the SMA played its part in sharing information regarding non-communicable 

diseases (NCDs) and strengthening healthy lifestyle practices among the general 

staff. It is hoped that these efforts will lead to positive changes in employee health 

behaviours, a reduction in stress and a decrease in elevated health risks.

Below is a listing of the major courses and seminars in which members of staff  

participated during the period under review:



 The main activities which were accomplished in this regard are as follows:

 

 
 

     • “Just Move It” – As a means to continue the promotion of active lifestyles and 

wellness amongst staff, the SMA’s Health & Wellness Committee has been encouraging 

employees, including persons who work from home to participate in a “Just Move 

It” exercise challenge.  
 
     • Blue Mountain Hike – A Team Building activity in the form of an overnight trek to 

the Blue Mountain peak took place on 2021 July 30-31, with 24 employees  

participating. The core idea behind the activity was to empower individuals in 

working towards a common goal by acknowledging strengths and weaknesses, 

motivating, and encouraging each other along the way. This was a very successful 

event and great object lessons were gleaned regarding the SMA, its employees 

and the necessity of working as a team. 

       •  Wellness Day 2021 – In 2021 December,  the Authority hosted a Wellness Day 

for all employees.  The day’s events included spa services, chiropractor checks, 

health checks such as ECG, body mass index (BMI), blood sugar, vision as well as 

the provision of healthy meals.  There was full participation from all staff members 

and initial reports highlight that individuals were pleased with the activities. 
 
     •   SMA Staff Run  – On 2021 March 31, the wellness team engaged the employees  

in a Staff Run. This fitness activity was in preparation for our team-building Sports 

Day activity which was schedule for 2022 mid-April. On the evening of the Staff 

Run, members gathered at the Breezy Castle Playing Fields to run, jog, and walk, as 

well as discuss team strategies for the upcoming Sports Day. 
 

 It is beyond doubt that given the specialization of the services that the SMA offers, the 

organization’s success and sustenance are dependent on its workforce. In the upcoming 

2022/23 FY the HR Department will seek to evolve our approach to performance 

management based on regular feedback from our leaders and employees. Additionally, 

through the various office committees, the SMA will deliver a range of health, safety 

and wellness initiatives to employees across the Authority, and implement a range of 

training initiatives to build personal resilience and coping skills. 
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Corporate Social Responsibility 
 
 As part of the Authority’s convention of integrating social and educational development 
goals into its business operations, several programmes by Corporate Jamaica were 

endorsed and supported by the SMA. With the continued impact of COVID-19 during 

the 2021/2022 fiscal year, the SMA offered sponsorship and donations (monetary 

and in-kind) to a few organizations, which includes the following:
 

    •
 

Sagicor Foundation, Sigma Corporate Run; 

    • Combined Disabilities Association Ltd.; 

    • Caribbean School of Media and Communication; 

    • Governor General’s Programme for Excellence 30th Anniversary Celebration; 

    • Caribbean Girls Hack/She Leads IT Initiative, and  

    • L.EA.P (Learn, Engage, Advance, Progress) Online Seminar - Rotaract Club of   

Kingston. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

2022 Best Decorated Building Competition   
 

In February 2022, the SMA took the top spot in the 2022 Best Decorated Building Competition, 

which was organised by the Ministry of Education and Youth (MOEY). The competition was 

part of the MOEY’s Jamaica Day (February 25) activities, under the theme ‘Celebrating Jamaica 

(Building Character: Hearts through the Arts)’. Ministries and agencies were encouraged  

to decorate their buildings in true Jamaican style. The SMA combined various wireless  

communication’s elements of the past and present, to create a unique design. This  

initiative provided the ideal avenue to showcase the works and talents of the SMA  

community. 
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Snapshot of Staff in front of the 2022 Best Decorated Building won by the SMAFigure 8



Total Income booked 

Spectrum licence fees collected 

Spectrum licence fees remitted
 

 

Expenditure

 

 

 

Number of licences to be  
renewed 

Number of interference  
cases resolved 
 

 
 

 

  TARGET    KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR (KPI) 

Table 9 - Summary of Principal Performance Targets for 2022/23 
 

$779.98M 

$1,844.74M 

$2,230.02M 
 

 

$778.92M 

492 

 

All Recovered 
Cases 

 

 

 

80% of Target 

80% of Target 

Remit all fees collected up to  
Feb. 2023 and Mobile Fees  

collected in Mar. 2023 

Within Target 
 
 

85% of Target 

 
90% of Target 

 
 
 Beyond the barriers of the core duties, the SMA, as a Corporate Citizen, recognizes 

its corporate responsibilities and remains supportive of capacity building and youth 

development within its surrounding community. The SMA continues to strive to promote 

values and behaviours that constitute an environment conducive to success.

 
 
 Budgetary Proposal for Financial Year 2022/23 
For the financial year 2022/2023, the SMA’s approved budget of $1,343.76M, is as follows: 

     • Capital Expenditure $564.84M
 

    • Operating Expenditure $778.92M
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Closing Remarks 

 
During the 2021/22 reporting year, the Authority endeavoured to meet the demands of its 

stakeholders both on the operational front and through development projects to advance 

its goal of Effective Regulation in the face of the challenges posed by technological  

convergence. While the SMA did not realize one hundred percent (100%) success, we are 

satisfied that during the 2021/22 FY, we were able make significant progress. The  

achievements of the SMA for the 2021/22 FY will no doubt facilitate increased and improved 

connectivity for a wide cross-section of Jamaicans fostering a technology-enabled society.  

 
As we move into the new fiscal year, the SMA reaffirms its commitment to facilitating a 

conducive wireless communications environment for the optimal development of the ICT 

sector. The SMA will continue to seek effective regulation, through its partnerships with 

public and private sector bodies, and collaborations with other local and international  

regulatory bodies. The Board takes this opportunity to express its sincere gratitude to the 

Minister and the vibrant team at the Ministry (MSET) without whose support these  

achievements would not have been attained. Further, the Board acknowledges the  

dedicated service and commitment of Management and the Staff of the Authority for their 

invaluable contribution and enthusiasm in supporting the achievement of our mandate. 

We look forward to a more successful and transformative forthcoming 2022/23 FY. 
 

 

 

 
 
 Mr. Edward Gabbidon                                                 Dr. Maria Myers-Hamilton       

Board Chairman                                                          Managing Director 
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Memoir of the SMA’s Journey
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B$#1++1+#%,+%,7%"-)$7%4/710%>D%<=<>D%$"70A%"3,/)1,+%19%/$7*1))$3E%MG$%"*$+3*$+)9%
$R)$+3%)G$%/7".)1."0%$R/$31$+)%BA%><%*,+)G9%H%1E$E%"00,J1+#%0$99$$9%),%"//0A%1)%),%
7$+)%.,+.$991,+9%-,7%JG1.G%"+A%7$35.)1,+%1+%0$"9$%/"A*$+)9%"--$.)9%,+0A%/"A*$+)9%
,71#1+"00A%35$%,+%,7%B$-,7$%L=%C5+$%<=<<E%
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)

+.%#!)%.)%-#)3/+*+$/*1)!%*%#(#+%!)
)

45)(*&$-)6766)
!

"

%
68% !%*%#(#+%).3)$.("1/*+$#)*+2)9*!/!).3)"&#"*&*%/.+):$.+%;2<)

%
% &"'% ()")$*$+)%,-%.,*/01"+.$%&.,+)23'%

%
*=>?@>@)ABC?@CD@A)EAAF>@)GFB)?HB)I>B)>JJ>KBEL>):KH?B;@<M))

%
45$%6768%"*$+3*$+)9%":$%"//01$3%:$):,9/$.)1;$0<%=1)5%)5$%.>*>0")1;$%$--$.)%,-%1+1)1"00<%
"//0<1+#%1)%?$1+#%:$.,#+19$3%1+%,/$+1+#%:$)"1+$3%$":+1+#9@%45$%319.0,9>:$%:$A>1:$*$+)9%,-%
!":"#:"/5%6B&-'%,-%CD(%B%!""#$%&'%()*#+'"',-.)/01%(,-)'%)!""#$%&'%()2-&'31&,-)1%4)255#5-%
3,%+,)%"//0<%,+%1+1)1"0%"//01.")1,+@%

%
&;1'! D*$+3*$+)9% ),% CD(%B%!""#$%&'%() *#+'"',-.)/01%(,-) '%)!""#$%&'%() 2-&'31&,-) 1%4)

255#5-%":$%$--$.)1;$%-,:%:$/,:)1+#%/$:1,39%?$#1++1+#%,+%,:%"-)$:%E"+>":<%8F%676GF%
=1)5% $":0<% "3,/)1,+% /$:*1))$3@% 45$% "*$+3*$+)9% 1+):,3>.$% "% +$=%3$-1+1)1,+% -,:%
"..,>+)1+#%$9)1*")$9H%.0":1-<1+#%)5")%)5$<%":$%*,+$)":<%"*,>+)9%1+%)5$%-1+"+.1"0%
9)")$*$+)9%)5")%":$%9>?I$.)%),%*$"9>:$*$+)%>+.$:)"1+)<@%
%
45$% "*$+3*$+)9% "09,% .0":1-<% )5$% :$0")1,+951/% ?$)=$$+% "..,>+)1+#% /,01.1$9% "+3%
"..,>+)1+#% $9)1*")$9% ?<% 9/$.1-<1+#% )5")% "% .,*/"+<% 3$;$0,/9% "+% "..,>+)1+#%
$9)1*")$%),%".51$;$%)5$%,?I$.)1;$%9$)%,>)%?<%"+%"..,>+)1+#%/,01.<@%
%
J$;$0,/1+#%"+%"..,>+)1+#%$9)1*")$%1+.0>3$9%?,)5H"
"

&"'! 9$0$.)1+#%"%*$"9>:$*$+)%)$.5+1A>$%&$9)1*")1,+%,:%;"0>")1,+%)$.5+1A>$'%K%
$@#@% "+% $9)1*")1,+% )$.5+1A>$% >9$3% ),% *$"9>:$% "% 0,99% "00,="+.$% -,:%
$L/$.)$3%.:$31)%0,99$9%=5$+%"//0<1+#%CMN(%O%6'%1%"'1+)7%-&5$3,%&-P%"+3%
%

&?'! .5,,91+#% )5$% 1+/>)9% ),% ?$% >9$3%=5$+% "//0<1+#% )5$% .5,9$+%*$"9>:$*$+)%
)$.5+1A>$% K%$@#@% )5$%$L/$.)$3%."95%,>)-0,=9% -,:%3$)$:*1+1+#%"%/:,;191,+%
-,:% ="::"+)<% ,?01#")1,+9% =5$+% "//0<1+#% CD(% GQ% *5#8'-'#%-.) /#%&'%(,%&)
9'1:'+'&',-)1%4)/#%&'%(,%&)!--,&-@%
%

45$%$--$.)9%,-%.5"+#$9%1+%9>.5%1+/>)9%,:%*$"9>:$*$+)%)$.5+1A>$9%":$%.5"+#$9%1+%
"..,>+)1+#%$9)1*")$9@%
%

&;11'! D*$+3*$+)9% CD(% 8RF% *5#;,5&<.) *+1%&) 1%4) 2=$';3,%&F% $--$.)1;$% -,:% "..,>+)1+#%
/$:1,3% ?$#1++1+#% ,+% ,:% "-)$:% 8% E"+>":<% 6766@% % 45$% "*$+3*$+)% .5"+#$9% )5$%
"..,>+)1+#%-,:%/:,.$$39%-:,*%9"0$%,-% 1)$*9%/:,3>.$3%?$-,:$%/:,/$:)<F%/0"+)%"+3%
$A>1/*$+)% 19% ";"10"?0$% -,:% >9$@% % !:$;1,>90<F% CD(% 8R% :$A>1:$9% )5$% /:,.$$39% -:,*%
9$001+#%1)$*9%?$-,:$%1+)$+3$3%>9$%),%?$%,--9$)%"#"1+9)%)5$%.,9)%,-%/:,/$:)<F%/0"+)%
"+3%$A>1/*$+)@%S+3$:%)5$%"*$+3*$+)9%)5$9$%/:,.$$39%":$%),%?$%1+.0>3$3%1+%)5$%
9)")$*$+)% ,-% /:,-1)% ,:% 0,99% "+3% 95,>03% +,)% ?$% 3$3>.)$3% -:,*% )5$% .,9)% ,-% )5$%
/:,/$:)<F%/0"+)%"+3%$A>1/*$+)@%

%
45$% .,*/"+<% 19% "99$991+#% )5$% 1*/".)% )5")% )5$% "*$+3*$+)9% =100% 5";$% ,+% 1)9% ->)>:$%
-1+"+.1"0%9)")$*$+)9@%
%
%
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!"#$%&'()(*+*,#(#+%)*'%-.&/%0)1/(/%#2)
)

+.%#!)%.)%-#)3/+*+$/*1)!%*%#(#+%!)
)

45)(*&$-)6766)
!

#

%
68% !%*%#(#+%).3)$.("1/*+$#)*+2)9*!/!).3)"&#"*&*%/.+):$.+%;2<)

%
% &'(% )"*+*%,-%./$."/"0+,1%

%
23$%-+1"14+"5%*0"0$6$10*%"/$%./$."/$7%817$/%03$%3+*0,/+4"5%4,*0%'"*+*9%
%

&4(% :8140+,1"5%"17%./$*$10"0+,1%48//$14;%
%

23$% -+1"14+"5% *0"0$6$10*% "/$% ./$*$10$7% +1% <"6"+4"% 7,55"/*=% >3+43% +*% 03$% 4,6."1;?*%
-8140+,1"5%48//$14;9%
%

&7(% @*$%,-%$*0+6"0$*=%"**86.0+,1*%"17%A87#$6$10*%
%
23$% ./$."/"0+,1% ,-% 03$% -+1"14+"5% *0"0$6$10*% +1% 4,1-,/6+0;% >+03% B:CD% /$E8+/$*%
6"1"#$6$10%0,%6"F$%$*0+6"0$*=%"**86.0+,1*%"17%A87#$6$10*%03"0%"--$40%03$%/$.,/0$7%
"6,810*% ,-=% "17% 7+*45,*8/$*% /$5"0+1#% 0,=% "**$0*=% 5+"'+5+0+$*=% 4,10+1#$10% "**$0*% "17%
4,10+1#$10% 5+"'+5+0+$*%"0%03$%/$.,/0+1#%7"0$%"17%03$% +14,6$%"17%$G.$1*$*%-,/%03$%;$"/%
03$1%$17$79%H503,8#3%03$*$%$*0+6"0$*%"/$%'"*$7%,1%6"1"#$6$10?*%'$*0%F1,>5$7#$%,-%
48//$10%$I$10*%"17%"40+,1*=%"408"5%"6,810*%4,857%7+--$/%-/,6%03$*$%$*0+6"0$*9%

%
J*0+6"0$*%"17%817$/5;+1#%"**86.0+,1*%"/$% /$I+$>$7%,1%"1%,1#,+1#%'"*+*9%C$I+*+,1*% 0,%
"44,810+1#%$*0+6"0$*%"/$%/$4,#1+*$7%+1%03$%.$/+,7%+1%>3+43%03$%$*0+6"0$%+*%/$I+*$7%"17%
-808/$%.$/+,7*=%+-%03$%/$I+*+,1%"--$40*%',03%48//$10%"17%-808/$%.$/+,7*9%%
%
B1-,/6"0+,1%"',80%*+#1+-+4"10%"/$"*%,-%$*0+6"0+,1=%814$/0"+10;%"17%4/+0+4"5% A87#$6$10*%
+1% "..5;+1#% "44,810+1#% .,5+4+$*% 03"0% 3"I$% 03$%6,*0% *+#1+-+4"10% $--$40% ,1% 03$% "6,810*%
/$4,#1+*$7%+1%03$%-+1"14+"5%*0"0$6$10*%"/$%7+*48**$7%'$5,>K%

%
&+(! L$;%*,8/4$*%,-%$*0+6"0+,1%814$/0"+10;K%
%
%% H55,>"14$%-,/%+6."+/6$10%5,**$*%,1%/$4$+I"'5$*%
%

H55,>"14$*%-,/%7,8'0-85%"44,810*%"/$%7$0$/6+1$7%8.,1%,/+#+1"0+,1%,-%03$%0/"7$%
"44,810*%/$4$+I"'5$%'"*$7%,1%"%6,7$5%03"0%4"5485"0$*%03$%$G.$40$7%4/$7+0%5,**%
&MJNOP(%,1%0/"7$%"44,810*%/$4$+I"'5$9%%
%
@17$/%03$%JNO%6,7$5=%03$%4,6."1;%"1"5;*$*%+0*%"44,810*%/$4$+I"'5$%+1%"%6"0/+G%
';%7";*%."*0%78$%"17%7$0$/6+1$7%-,/%$"43%"#$%'/"4F$0%"1%"I$/"#$%/"0$%,-%JNO=%
4,1*+7$/+1#% "408"5% 4/$7+0% 5,**% $G.$/+$14$% "17% "1"5;*+*% ,-% -808/$% 7$5+1E8$14;=%
03"0%+*%"..5+$7%0,%03$%'"5"14$%,-%03$%"44,810*%/$4$+I"'5$9%

%

% % JG.$40$7%8*$-85%5+-$%"17%/$*+78"5%I"58$%,-%./,.$/0;=%.5"10%"17%$E8+.6$10%
%

%23$%$G.$40$7%8*$-85%5+-$%"17%/$*+78"5%I"58$%,-%"1%"**$0%"/$%/$I+$>$7=%"0%5$"*0=%
"0%$"43%/$.,/0+1#%7"0$9%@*$-85%5+-$%,-%"1%"**$0%+*%7$-+1$7%+1%0$/6*%,-%03$%"**$0?*%
%$G.$40$7%80+5+0;%0,%03$%4,6."1;9%

%
&++(! N/+0+4"5%"44,810+1#%A87#$6$10*%+1%"..5;+1#%"44,810+1#%.,5+4+$*K%
%

"(%N5"**+-+4"0+,1%,-%-+1"14+"5%"**$0*K%
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!

#

#
68% !%*%#(#+%).3)$.("1/*+$#)*+2)9*!/!).3)"&#"*&*%/.+):$.+%;2<)

%
&'(% )*$%+,%$*-./"-$*0%"**1/2-.+3*%"3'%41'#$/$3-*%&5+3-6'(%

%
78$%"**$**/$3-%+,%-8$%91*.3$**%/+'$:%;.-8.3%;8.58%-8$%"**$-*%"<$%8$:'%"3'%"**$**/$3-%
+,%;8$-8$<%-8$%5+3-<"5-1":%-$</*%+,%-8$%,.3"35.":%"**$-%"<$%*+:$:=%2"=/$3-*%+,%2<.35.2":%
"3'%.3-$<$*-%&>!!?(%+3%-8$%2<.35.2":%"/+13-%+1-*-"3'.3#%<$@1.<$*%/"3"#$/$3-%-+%/"A$%
5$<-".3%41'#$/$3-*%+3%.-*%91*.3$**%+2$<"-.+3*B%
%
?3,+</"-.+3%"9+1-%*.#3.,.5"3-%"<$"*%+,%$*-./"-.+30%135$<-".3-=%"3'%5<.-.5":% 41'#$/$3-*%
.3% "22:=.3#% "55+13-.3#% 2+:.5.$*% -8"-% 8"C$% -8$%/+*-% *.#3.,.5"3-% $,,$5-% +3% -8$% "/+13-*%
<$5+#3.*$'%.3%-8$%,.3"35.":%*-"-$/$3-*%"<$%'.*51**$'%9$:+;D%

%
&...(! E$=%*+1<5$*%+,%$*-./"-.+3%135$<-".3-=D%
%
%% F::+;"35$%,+<%./2".</$3-%:+**$*%+3%<$5$.C"9:$*%
%

F::+;"35$*%,+<%'+19-,1:%"55+13-*%"<$%'$-$</.3$'%12+3%+<.#.3"-.+3%+,%-8$%-<"'$%
"55+13-*%<$5$.C"9:$%9"*$'%+3%"%/+'$:%-8"-%5":51:"-$*%-8$%$G2$5-$'%5<$'.-%:+**%
&HIJKL(%+3%-<"'$%"55+13-*%<$5$.C"9:$B%%
%
)3'$<%-8$%IJK%/+'$:0%-8$%5+/2"3=%"3":=*$*%.-*%"55+13-*%<$5$.C"9:$%.3%"%/"-<.G%
9=%'"=*%2"*-%'1$%"3'%'$-$</.3$'%,+<%$"58%"#$%9<"5A$-%"3%"C$<"#$%<"-$%+,%IJK0%
5+3*.'$<.3#% "5-1":% 5<$'.-% :+**% $G2$<.$35$% "3'% "3":=*.*% +,% ,1-1<$% '$:.3@1$35=0%
-8"-%.*%"22:.$'%-+%-8$%9":"35$%+,%-8$%"55+13-*%<$5$.C"9:$B%

%
% % IG2$5-$'%1*$,1:%:.,$%"3'%<$*.'1":%C":1$%+,%2<+2$<-=0%2:"3-%"3'%$@1.2/$3-%

%
%78$%$G2$5-$'%1*$,1:%:.,$%"3'%<$*.'1":%C":1$%+,%"3%"**$-%"<$%<$C.$;$'0%"-%:$"*-0%
"-%$"58%<$2+<-.3#%'"-$B%)*$,1:%:.,$%+,%"3%"**$-%.*%'$,.3$'%.3%-$</*%+,%-8$%"**$-6*%
%$G2$5-$'%1-.:.-=%-+%-8$%5+/2"3=B%

%
&.C(! J<.-.5":%"55+13-.3#%41'#$/$3-*%.3%"22:=.3#%"55+13-.3#%2+:.5.$*D%
%

"(%J:"**.,.5"-.+3%+,%,.3"35.":%"**$-*D%

#
# # 78$% "**$**/$3-% +,% -8$% 91*.3$**%/+'$:% ;.-8.3% ;8.58% -8$% "**$-*% "<$% 8$:'% "3'%

"**$**/$3-%+,%;8$-8$<%-8$%5+3-<"5-1":%-$</*%+,%-8$%,.3"35.":%"**$-%"<$%*+:$:=%
2"=/$3-*%+,%2<.35.2":%"3'%.3-$<$*-%&>!!?(%+3%-8$%2<.35.2":%"/+13-%+1-*-"3'.3#%
<$@1.<$*%/"3"#$/$3-%-+%/"A$%5$<-".3%41'#$/$3-*%+3%.-*%91*.3$**%+2$<"-.+3*B%

#
9(! ?/2".</$3-%+,%,.3"35.":%"**$-*D%
#
I*-"9:.*8.3#% -8$% 5<.-$<."% ,+<% '$-$</.3.3#%;8$-8$<% 5<$'.-% <.*A% +3% -8$% ,.3"35.":%
"**$-% 8"*% .35<$"*$'% *.#3.,.5"3-:=% *.35$% .3.-.":% <$5+#3.-.+30% '$-$</.3.3#% -8$%
/$-8+'+:+#=% ,+<% .35+<2+<"-.3#% ,+<;"<'M:++A.3#% .3,+</"-.+3% .3-+%/$"*1<$/$3-%
+,%$G2$5-$'%5<$'.-%:+**$*%&IJK(%"3'%-8$%*$:$5-.+3%"3'%"22<+C":%+,%/+'$:*%1*$'%
-+%/$"*1<$%IJK%<$@1.<$*%*.#3.,.5"3-%41'#$/$3-B%
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45)(*&$-)6766)
!

#

4&% !/,+/3/$*+%)*$$.'+%/+,)".1/$/#!%
%

% '"(% )*+$,#-%./++$-.0%1+"-23"1,*-%
%
4+"-2".1,*-2%,-%5*+$,#-%./++$-.,$2%"+$%.*-6$+1$7%"1%18$%$9.8"-#$%+"1$2%:+$6",3,-#%"1%18$%
7"1$2% *5% 18$% 1+"-2".1,*-2&% ;1% 18$% +$:*+1,-#% 7"1$<% =*-$1"+0% "22$12% "-7% 3,">,3,1,$2%
7$-*=,-"1$7% ,-% 5*+$,#-% ./++$-.0% "+$% 1+"-23"1$7% /2,-#% 18$% $9.8"-#$% +"1$2% +/3,-#% "1% 18"1%
7"1$&%?9.8"-#$%7,55$+$-.$2%"+,2,-#%5+*=%18$%2$113$=$-1%*5%1+"-2".1,*-2%"1%+"1$2%7,55$+$-1%
5+*=% 18*2$% "1% 18$% 7"1$2% *5% 18$% 1+"-2".1,*-2% "-7% /-+$"3,2$7% $9.8"-#$% 7,55$+$-.$2% *-%
/-2$113$7%5*+$,#-%./++$-.0%=*-$1"+0%"22$12%"-7%3,">,3,1,$2%"+$%+$.*#-,2$7%,-%:+*5,1%*+%3*22&%%
%

'>(% ),-"-.,"3%,-21+/=$-12%%
%
;%5,-"-.,"3%,-21+/=$-1%,2%"-0%.*-1+".1%18"1%#,6$2%+,2$%1*%"%5,-"-.,"3%"22$1%*5%*-$%$-1,10%"-7%
"%5,-"-.,"3%3,">,3,10%*+%$@/,10%,-21+/=$-1%*5%"-*18$+%$-1,10&%)*+%18$%:/+:*2$%*5%18$%5,-"-.,"3%
21"1$=$-12<%5,-"-.,"3%"22$12%8"6$%>$$-%7$1$+=,-$7%1*%,-.3/7$%."28%"-7%."28%$@/,6"3$-12<%
+$.$,6">3$2%"-7%+$2"3$%"#+$$=$-12&%),-"-.,"3%3,">,3,1,$2%,-.3/7$%:"0">3$2&%
%
),-"-.,"3%"22$12%%

%
A-,1,"3%+$.*#-,1,*-<%.3"22,5,."1,*-%"-7%=$"2/+$=$-1%
%

),-"-.,"3%"22$12%"+$%.3"22,5,$7%"2%BC$37%1*%.*33$.1D%"-7%=$"2/+$7%"1%"=*+1,2$7%.*21%,5%18$0%
=$$1% >*18% *5% 18$% 5*33*E,-#% .*-7,1,*-2F% "(% "+$% 8$37% E,18,-% "% >/2,-$22% =*7$3% E8*2$%
*>G$.1,6$% ,2% 1*% 8*37% "22$12% 1*% .*33$.1% .*-1+".1/"3% ."28% 53*E2<% "-7% >(%E8*2$% .*-1+".1/"3%
1$+=2%#,6$%+,2$%*-%2:$.,5,$7%7"1$2%1*%."28%53*E2%18"1%"+$%2*3$30%:"0=$-12%*5%:+,-.,:"3%"-7%
,-1$+$21%*-%18$%:+,-.,:"3%"=*/-1%*/121"-7,-#&%

;=*+1,2$7%.*21%+$:+$2$-12%18$%-$1%:+$2$-1%6"3/$%'BH!ID(%*5%18$%.*-2,7$+"1,*-%+$.$,6">3$%
*+%:"0">3$%"2%*5%18$%1+"-2".1,*-%7"1$&%48,2%.3"22,5,."1,*-%*5%5,-"-.,"3%"22$12%.*=:+,2$2%18$%
5*33*E,-#%.":1,*-2F%

%
�! J"28%"-7%."28%$@/,6"3$-12%
�! K$.$,6">3$2%
�! K$2"3$%"#+$$=$-12%

%
48$% .*=:"-0% ,-,1,"330% +$.*#-,2$2% 18$2$% "22$12% "1% 18$% *+,#,-"3% ,-6*,.$7% *+% 1+"-2".1,*-%
"=*/-1%3$22%$9:$.1$7%.+$7,1%3*22$2&%

%
% % L/2,-$22%=*7$3%"22$22=$-1%%

%
48$%>/2,-$22%=*7$3% +$53$.12%8*E%18$%.*=:"-0%="-"#$2%18$%"22$12% ,-%*+7$+% 1*%#$-$+"1$%
."28%53*E2&%48"1%,2<%E8$18$+%18$%.*=:"-0M2%*>G$.1,6$%,2%2*3$30%1*%.*33$.1%18$%.*-1+".1/"3%
."28%53*E2%5+*=%18$%"22$12%*+%,2%1*%.*33$.1%>*18%18$%.*-1+".1/"3%."28%53*E2%"-7%."28%53*E2%
"+,2,-#%5+*=%18$%2"3$%*5%"22$12&%A5%-$,18$+%*5%18$2$%,2%"::3,.">3$%'$&#&%5,-"-.,"3%"22$12%"+$%
8$37% 5*+% 1+"7,-#% :/+:*2$2(<% 18$-% 18$% 5,-"-.,"3% "22$12% "+$% .3"22,5,$7% "2% :"+1% *5% N*18$+M%
>/2,-$22%=*7$3%"-7%=$"2/+$7%"1%5",+%6"3/$%18+*/#8%:+*5,1%"-7%3*22%')I4!O(&%%
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!
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D"46% ".<% 2"46% $H8,:"3$./4% "-$% *$"48-$<% "/% "*0-/,4$<% 204/=% % C0-% /6$% +8-+04$% 0'% /6$%
4/"/$*$./% 0'% 2"46% '30;?% 2"46% ".<% 2"46% $H8,:"3$./4% 20*+-,4$% 2"46% "/% @".B% ".<% ,.% 6".<?%
<$+04,/4%".<%460-/1/$-*%6,#637%3,H8,<%,.:$4/*$./4%;6$-$%0-,#,."3%*"/8-,/,$4%<0%.0/%$>2$$<%
/6-$$% *0./64?% "-$% -$"<,37% 20.:$-/,@3$% /0% B.0;.% "*08./4% 0'% 2"46?% "-$% 48@I$2/% /0%
,.4,#.,',2"./%-,4B%0'%26".#$4%,.%:"38$%".<%"-$%6$3<%'0-%/6$%+8-+04$%0'%*$$/,.#%460-/1/$-*%
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%
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%
% &7(% !05,+/+57/%

%
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%
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45%/$44.$%4>$%5-.+#"4+57/%2/+7#%"%60$H4"G%0"4$%4>"4%0$<.$*4/%*200$74%1"09$4%"//$//1$74/%5<%
4>$% 4+1$% ,".2$% 5<% 157$:% "73% 4>$% 0+/9% /6$*+<+*% 45% 4>$% 5-.+#"4+578% =>$% +7*0$"/$% +7% 4>$%
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+,% -./$0,-'.% '1% "% /'.,2"/,3% ,4$% /'50".6%"**$**$*%74$,4$2%"% /'.,2"/,% -*3% '2% /'.,"-.*3% "%
8$"*$9%+%/'.,2"/,%-*3%'2%/'.,"-.*3%"%8$"*$%-1%,4$%/'.,2"/,%/'.:$6*%,4$%2-#4,%,'%/'.,2'8%,4$%
;*$%'1%".% -<$.,-1-$<%"**$,% 1'2%"%0$2-'<%'1% ,-5$% -.%$=/4".#$% 1'2%/'.*-<$2",-'.9%>'%"**$**%
74$,4$2% "% /'.,2"/,% /'.:$6*% ,4$% 2-#4,% ,'% /'.,2'8% ,4$% ;*$% '1% ".% -<$.,-1-$<% "**$,3% ,4$%
/'50".6%;*$*%,4$%<$1-.-,-'.%'1%"%8$"*$%-.%?@AB%CD9%
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>4$%/'50".6%"*%"%8$**$$%

%

+,%/'55$./$5$.,%'2%'.%5'<-1-/",-'.%'1%"%/'.,2"/,%,4",%/'.,"-.*%"%8$"*$%/'50'.$.,3%,4$%
/'50".6%"88'/",$*%,4$%/'.*-<$2",-'.%-.%,4$%/'.,2"/,%,'%$"/4%8$"*$%/'50'.$.,%'.%,4$%E"*-*%
'1% -,*% 2$8",-:$%*,".<F"8'.$%02-/$*9%G'7$:$23% 1'2% ,4$% 8$"*$*%'1%02'0$2,6% ,4$%/'50".6%4"*%
$8$/,$<%.',% ,'% *$0"2",$%.'.F8$"*$%/'50'.$.,*%".<%"//';.,% 1'2% ,4$% 8$"*$%".<%.'.F8$"*$%
/'50'.$.,*%"*%"%*-.#8$%8$"*$%/'50'.$.,9%
%
>4$% /'50".6% /8"**-1-$*% "22".#$5$.,*% 7-,4% "% ,$25% '1% #2$",$2% ,4".% CH% 5'.,4*% 74$2$%
*;E*,".,-"886%"88%2-*I*%".<%2$7"2<*%-./-<$.,"8%,'%'7.$2*4-0%"2$%2$,"-.$<%E6%,4$%,4-2<F0"2,6%
8$**'2*%"*%8$"*$*9%%
%
>4$% /'50".6% 2$/'#.-*$*% "% 2-#4,F'1F;*$% "**$,% ".<% "% 8$"*$% 8-"E-8-,6% ",% ,4$% 8$"*$%
/'55$./$5$.,%<",$9%>4$%2-#4,F'1F;*$%"**$,%-*%-.-,-"886%5$"*;2$<%",%/'*,3%74-/4%/'502-*$*%
,4$%02$*$.,%:"8;$%'1%1;,;2$%8$"*$%0"65$.,*3%08;*%".6%-.-,-"8%<-2$/,%/'*,*%-./;22$<%".<%".%
$*,-5",$% '1% /'*,*% ,'% <-*5".,8$% ".<% 2$5':$% ,4$% ;.<$286-.#% "**$,% '2% ,'% 2$*,'2$% ,4$%
;.<$286-.#%"**$,%'2%,4$%*-,$%'.%74-/4%-,%-*%8'/",$<3%8$**%".6%8$"*$%-./$.,-:$*%2$/$-:$<9%
%
>4$%2-#4,F'1F;*$%"**$,%-*%*;E*$J;$.,86%<$02$/-",$<%;*-.#%,4$%*,2"-#4,F8-.$%5$,4'<%12'5%,4$%
/'55$./$5$.,%<",$%,'%,4$%$.<%'1%,4$%8$"*$%,$253%;.8$**%,4$%8$"*$%,2".*1$2*%'7.$2*4-0%'1%
,4$% ;.<$286-.#% "**$,% ,'% ,4$% /'50".6% E6% ,4$% $.<% '1% ,4$% 8$"*$% ,$25% '2% ,4$% /'*,% '1% ,4$%%%%
2-#4,F'1F;*$%"**$,%2$18$/,*%,4",%,4$%/'50".6%7-88%$=$2/-*$%"%0;2/4"*$%'0,-'.9%?.%,4",%/"*$%
,4$% 2-#4,F'1F;*$% "**$,% 7-88% E$% <$02$/-",$<% ':$2% ,4$% ;*$1;8% 8-1$% '1% ,4$% ;.<$286-.#% "**$,3%
74-/4%-*%<$,$25-.$<%'.%,4$%*"5$%E"*-*%"*%,4'*$%'1%02'0$2,6%".<%$J;-05$.,9%?.%"<<-,-'.3%
,4$%2-#4,F'1F;*$%"**$,% -*%0$2-'<-/"886%2$<;/$<%E6% -50"-25$.,% 8'**$*3% -1%".63%".<%"<K;*,$<%
1'2%/$2,"-.%2$F5$"*;2$5$.,*%'1%,4$%8$"*$%8-"E-8-,69%

%

>4$% 8$"*$% 8-"E-8-,6% -*% -.-,-"886% 5$"*;2$<% ",% ,4$% 02$*$.,% :"8;$% '1% ,4$% 2$5"-.-.#% 8$"*$%
0"65$.,*% ",% ,4$% /'55$./$5$.,% <",$3% #$.$2"886% <-*/';.,$<% ;*-.#% ,4$% /'50".6L*%
-./2$5$.,"8%E'22'7-.#%2",$9%
%
>4$%/'50".6%<$,$25-.$*% -,*% -./2$5$.,"8%E'22'7-.#%2",$%E6%'E,"-.-.#% -.,$2$*,%2",$*%12'5%
$=,$2."8%1-."./-.#%*';2/$*%".<%5"I$*%/$2,"-.%"<K;*,5$.,*%,'%2$18$/,%,4$%,$25*%'1%,4$%8$"*$%
".<%,60$%'1%"**$,%8$"*$<9%

#
)$"*$%0"65$.,*%-./8;<$<%-.%,4$%5$"*;2$5$.,%'1%,4$%8$"*$%8-"E-8-,6%/'502-*$%,4$%1'88'7-.#M%

!! 1-=$<%0"65$.,*3%-./8;<-.#%-.F*;E*,"./$%1-=$<%0"65$.,*N%

!! :"2-"E8$%8$"*$%0"65$.,*%,4",%<$0$.<%'.%".%-.<$=%'2%"%2",$3%-.-,-"886%5$"*;2$<%;*-.#%
,4$%-.<$=%'2%2",$%"*%",%,4$%/'55$./$5$.,%<",$N%

%
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